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This thesis is concerned with attempts to extend the concept
of numerical range. Up to the present time this work has largely
been confined to extensions for the algebra of operators on Hilbert
space. In a series of papers beginning in 1969 W.B. Arveson
[4,§26] replaced the algebra numerical range of an operator on
Hilbert space by sets of matrices and showed that these "matrix
ranges" form a complete set of unitary invariants for irreducible
compact operators. At about the same time S.K. Parrott [4,§26]
considered a matrix range which generalised the spatial numerical
range. He showed that the sequence of these ranges form a complete
set of unitary invariants for compact operators with trivial
reducing nullspaces. This range is closely related to the concept
which we investigate in our first chapter.
It was noted by P.R. Halmos in his Hilbert space problem book
[12, Page 111] that the classical spatial numerical range of a
Hilbert space operator is a particular case of a multi-dimensional
concept. It is a study of this range, which we call the Halmos
k-numerical range, that forms the content of our first chapter.
Apart from a result on the convexity of this k-range no published
work seems to have appeared until 1971 when P.A. Fillmore and
J.P. Williams [t1] exploited the range for operators on finite
dimensional spaces. We confine our study to operators on Hilbert
spaces of infinite dimension. The sets possess many elegant
properties. We show that the behaviour of the k-ranges
characterises compactness. A simple description of the k-range
of a compact normal operator allows us to deduce that the ranges
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form a complete set of unitary invariants for compact normal
operators with trivial kernels. The full unitary invariants
theorem of S.K. Parrott does not hold for the Halmos ranges.
We are unable to give any general necessary and sufficient conditions
for the k-range of an operator to be closed, however we give a
positive result for the special case of the k-range of a compact
operator. The background to the chapter is one of standard
functional analysis and operator theory, the most well used result
being the Spectral theorem. In the face of the same notation
occuring in the established literature for two different concepts
we follow F.F. Bonsall and J. Duncan [4] and use ¥/^(a) for the
Parrott matrix range of A, and we adopt ^(a) "to denote the
Halmos k-range of A.
We have referred to the main results in the successful theory
of matrix ranges of operators on Hilbert space. The problem of
whether corresponding ideas can be formulated and developed for
operators between general Banach spaces has been raised by
F.F. Bonsall. We are indebted to F.F. Bonsall for access to some
unpublished ideas on the subject. Faced with the scarcity of
structure on a completely general Banach space and the problems of
developing a general theory which result, we have taken a particular
example of the Banach space of summable sequences. This space
possesses a readily identifiable dual and pre-dual which can be
exploited. We introduce a definition and develop a theory. We
show that our matrix ranges are "invariants" for compact diagonal
operators and compact weighted shifts with zero kernels.
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Finally chapter 3 introduces a new concept which extends the
notion of the numerical range of an element of an arbitrary unital
normed algebra. We have christened this extension the Williams
k-numerical range. The observation arose from a description of
the numerical range by J.P. Williams as an intersection of closed
discs. We examine the implications for the algebra that the
Williams range should be a printer for each integer k, and we
consider a natural extension of the k-range to a joint concept for
several elements of a unital normed algebra.
So far as the background material on numerical ranges is
concerned our list of references does not include any individual
papers. We have tried to attribute known results where possible
to the author concerned and refer the reader to the books of
F.F. Bonsall and J. Duncan [3] and [4], These provide an invaluable
exposition of the known work in this field together with an extensive
list of references.
The work contained in this thesis was carried out at Edinburgh
University as a research student under Professor F.F. Bonsall.
I wish to record my appreciation of his good advice and guidance.
He has shown a continued interest in my work and offered ideas and
much constructive criticism and encouragement.
I am fortunate to have had discussions with Professors
P.R. Halmos and J.P. Williams during their visits to Britain in 1973
Finally I owe a considerable debt of gratitude to my parents
and friends for their understanding and encouragement.
For the past three years I have been supported by a Research




Throughout this thesis we adopt the following notation. An
index of symbols on page 86 incorporates additional notation
introduced during the text.
It , C^ * 'v
N
p*
denote the sets of real and complex numbers respectively.
denotes the set of positive integers.
denotes the complex conjugate of an element p e £ .
Arg p denotes the argument of p e £ (OcArgp <2it ; Arg 0= 0).
Rep, Imp denote the real and imaginary parts respectively of p f C,
A(A$r) > A A( A;r) = £ z e C : | z - A| <r } (A e £ ; r>0).
A(0;1) is generally abbreviated to A .
denotes the polynomial convex hull of the compact set KCC^
denotes the closure of a subset S of a topological space,
denotes the boundary of S (i.e. 3S = S fl S° ).
denotes the interior of S .
denotes the set of extreme points of a subset S of a
linear topological space.
Let (X,A) be a Banach space. Let Z C X .
denotes the set of all finite linear combinations of
members of Z .










denotes the unit shell of X (i.e. S^(x) = [xeX : A(x)=1] ).
denotes the space of all bounded linear operators mapping
X into X. The abbreviation of bounded linear operator
to operator is used throughout.
denotes the bi-ideal of compact operators in B(x) .
denotes the kernel of T e B(x) .
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Sp(T),pSp(T) denote the spectrum and point spectrum respectively
of T e B(X).
Let H be a complex Hilbert space.
dimS denotes the (Hilbert) dimension of a subspace S of H
T* denotes the adjoint of I « B(h),
ReT, ImT denote the real (= (T+T*)/2 ) and imaginary ( = (T-T*)/2
parts respectively of T e B(h).
Let A be a unital normed algebra.
r(a)jv(a) denote the spectral radius and numerical radius
respectively of a e A .
D(A, 1) (abbreviated to D(a) ) denotes the set of states of A
(i.e. D(A, 1) = | f f A' : ||f|| = f(l) = 1 ])•
DECLARATION
This thesis embodies the results of my own work and
has been composed by myself.
signed: |JJ
CHAPTER 1
THE HALMOS k-NUMERICAL RAN®
§1. Definition, properties and examples.
Our aim has been to study the k-range of operators on Hilbert
spaces of infinite dimension. In this account we omit discussion
of the special properties which result from an assumption of finite
dimensionality on the underlying Hilbert space. These are well
documented in the paper entitled "Some convexity theorems for
matrices" by P.A. Fillmore and j.P. Williams [11]. We state and
prove those properties which hold for operators on Hilbert spaces
of infinite dimension. The section ends with some examples which
illustrate types of behaviour characteristic for certain classes
of operators.
Notation. Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space.
P^ denotes the set of all (orthogonal) projections of rank k.
0^ denotes the set of all orthonormal k-tuples of elements of H.
Q denotes the two sided ideal of trace class operators in
B(h) and ||. |jt denotes the trace class norm on . We use the
abbreviation tr(A) to mean the trace of A whenever A * .
Definition 1. Let k e N. The Halmos k-numerical range of an
operator A e B(h) is the set of complex numbers
pkU) = { l tr(PA) : P ^ pk I •
The following proposition provides a description of P (a) in
k.
terms of the set of orthonormal k-tuples of elements of H. The




PROPOSITION 2. Let AeB(H). Then for k=1,2,...
k
Pk(A) = i : (xi,x2,...,xk)eOk |t 1
Us 1
Proof.
Given PePkJ choose any orthonormal k-tuple (xi ,x2,... ,Xk) of
elements in the range of P. Then
k k_
tr(PA) = tr(AP) = ^ (AP3cl,x-u) = (Axl ,xi) . Therefore we
1= 1 U 1
have the inclusion C. Conversely, given (xi,X2,...,xk)eOk let
P be the orthogonal projection onto Span|xi ,x2,.. .xi< j. Then
^£(Axi.,Xi) = ^£(aPxl,xl) = ~tr(AP) = jUr(PA) which
U 1 1
gives the inclusion D, Q
THEOREM 3. Let AeB(H), keN . Then
(1) P^(a) = W(a), the ordinary numerical range of A ,
pkU*) = pk(A)* ; Pk( ccA + fi) = oPk(A) + /? (a,/SeC).
(2) is convex;
(3) Pk+1(A)CPk(A);
(4) Pk(U_1 A U) = Pk(A) if U is unitary;
(5) contains each arithmetic mean of k eigenvalues of
A, where each eigenvalue may occur in a mean at most as
many times as its multiplicity.
Proof. Parts (1) and (4) are immediate from Proposition 2.
Part (2) was first proved by C.A.Berger and we include
here an argument based on a proof by Halmos [ 12 ].
Let P,Q e Pk , 0<a<1 . Let T be the operator QplpH
regarded as a map from PH into QH. Let T= WS be the polar
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decomposition of T where W is a partial isometry from PH into
QH and S is a positive operator mapping PH into PH. Note that
dim(PH) = dim(QIl) = k. ^ Thoroforo wo may oxtond—¥—to an ioomotry
U) if neooooary, of—PH—onto Qii—(ohoose any isometry—U—from
PH—onto—QH—suoh that—U1^^~ ¥| ^^rij^') • is a conseq¬
uence of the construction of the polar decomposition of T that
the initial space of W equals (Range s) and therefore we have
T = VS = US. By the finite dimensional Spectral theorem there
exists an orthonormal basis |xi ,x2,.. .xk ] for PH such that
Sxj, = aixi (i=1,2,...,k) for some 3calars ai>0 (i=1,2,... ,k) .
Let yi, = Uxl (i=1,2, .. ,,k) . [y, ,y2,...,yk ] is an orthonormal
basis for QH. For each i=1,2, ...,k let Zl be the linear span
of xi and yl. The subspaces Zl are pairwise orthogonal. To
prove this assertion, it suffices to show that xt-Lyj whenever
i^j since [x1 ,x2,..,,Xk] and [y,,y2,...,ykj are orthonormal k-
tuples. However
(xi,yj) = (Pxi,Qyj) = (QPxi,yj) = (Txi,yj) = «l(yL,yj) = 0
whenever ifj and therefore the assertion holds.
By the Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem, there exist zl e Zl, ||zl||=1
such that
(Azl,zl) = a(Ax L > x l ) + (l-«)(AyL,yi) ( i=1,2,... ,k).
[z,, z2,..., Zk] € 0 and therefore
xC
a £ tr(PA) + (1-a)^ tr(QA) = |£(Axl,xl) +
1= 1 Is 1
1 ^
= ^£(Azl,ZL) f Pk^A^* D
l» 1
(3). Let a e P .(a), then there exists an orthonormal k+1-tuple
I
jxi,x2, .. ,,xk + i j such that , _ 1 k^1 , x
k+1 L ^Axt,xt;.
1= 1
I. £xvr>to <x nrvccpp-vt^, U ?H ■? CSJH
CctucCccUa W c*v Tfu? lA-cfctii Spcvce ^ W.
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Any average of k numbers selected from the set
[ (Ax, ,x, ),(Ax2,x2),...,(Axk4.1,xk + i) ] is a member of Pk(A).
«J
A can be expressed as A= w'iere 'the sum is taken over ail
possible (k+l) distinct averages M. A is therefore a convex
combination of elements of Pk(A) which again belongs to P^Ca) by
part (2),
(5). The ( geometric) multiplicity of an eigenvalue A of A is
defined to be the (Hilbert) dimension of the kernel of AI-A .
Let A1,A2,...,Ak be eigenvalues of A which satisfy the repetition
condition. Let P be the (orthogonal) projection onto the linear
span of the corresponding eigenvectors where, for repeated eigen¬
values we choose orthogonal eigenvectors. With this precaution
we have PeP^. By the triangulation theorem for finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces, there exists an orthonormal basis [ e1,e2,..,ei< ]
for PH relative to which the matrix for PaL„ (regarding PaL„PH PH
as an operator mapping PH into PH) has triangular form , The
eigenvalues A,, A2,..,A^ occur down the main diagonal. Therefore
til
Aj. = the ii entry of the matrix for PA|p^
— (PAe i,e i,) — (Ae1, e 1) (i~1,2,«..,k) .
1 *
Therefore jjTli e ^
i» 1
SOME EXAMPLES.
1. Projections. Let Q be a projection on H,-then if
(1).if Q has infinite dimensional kernel and range ^ tfen.
Pk(Q) = [0,1] (k=1,2,... ) .






proof. The k-range of Q is bounded by the norm of Q . Also
tr(PQ) £ 0 (P e P ) . Therefore 0 5 Pk(Q) 5 1 • For Par'fc 0)
and part (2) when 1 « k < m, select any orthonormal k-tuple
( x, ,X2,.. .,Xk } of elements Hying in the range of Q . Then
1 k
^^(Qxl,xl) = 1 e P^Q) • Similarly 0 is obtained as an element
U 1
of the k-range by using any k orthonormal elements from the kernel
of Q . Now suppose k>m and let P be the orthogonal projection onto
any k-dimensional subspace of H containing QH. PQ = Q and there-
1 1 mfore tr(PQ) = — tr(Q) = — . For each P e P^ we have
i 1 rn
£ tr(PQ) « £ ||p|| ||q!|i = and the result follows from
the convexity of the lc-range. Q
2. Isometries and Unitaries.
(1). Let U be a unilateral shift, then
Pk(u) = A = J z e C : |z| < 1 ] (k=1,2,.,. ) .
(2). Let W be a bilateral shift, then Pk(¥f) = A (k=1,2, ..)*
Proof. (1). U € B(H) is a unilateral shift if there exists an
orthonormal basis [e L of H such that Ue = e . (n=1,2,... ).n 1 n n+1
It is well known that pSp(U*) = A and that W(u) = A. Any
complex number lying in A may be expressed as the average of k
distinct numbers also lying in A . Applying Theorem 3 parts (1)
and (S) -we have A C Pk(u) C P^(u) = W(u) = A which gives the
desired result.
(2). W <r B(H) is a bilateral shift if there exists an ortho-
normal basis fe J+°° of H such that Y/e = e . ( n =-1,-2,...),n n n+1 ' ' "
We exhibit directly that P^(w) contains a closed disc of radius
as close to one as we please.
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Let 0<rR , meN . For j = 1,2,...,k let
1 / im0 i(m-l)0 i6 , \
v. v. e 6(j-i)m + i+ e 0(j-i)m +2+ ««»+e © jm ) •
i vi,va,...,vnj e £k .
1 ( im6 i(m-l)6 id \
j 6 e(j-i)m + 2 + e e(j-i)m + a +... + e ejm + 1 J
(Wv ,v ) = (5^1)e10 ( j=1,2,... ,k).
^ (m-1)
Therefore P^Cw) contains the closed disc^radius ™— . The
desired conclusion follows using the well known fact that
P1 (¥) = A . Q
5. Compact Operators.
Let T be a compact self adjoint operator with trivial kernel and
00
spectral decomposition T where the El (i=1,2,... ) are
Le 1
mutually orthogonal rank one projections and Ai.s:Aj. + i>0 (i=1,2,... ).
k
Then pk(T) = (°* SZAI ] (k=1,2,... ) .
1
Proof: Let (vi,v2,..•,vk)^Ok .
00 00
(Tvyvj) = £*i(Bivj,vj) = (j=1,2,...,k) .
k 1 LE1
^Z(Tvj,vj) =£Al ( ^ZltEivjll2 ) = £alAi
Us 1 jx= 1 l» 1
1 2 1
where a-t = - £ ||eivj|| . Notice that 0 Z a-L $ - (i=1,2,... )
00 J®1 00
and ai- ^ 1 • The maximum value of ctiAj, is attained when
l» 1 u> 4
aL== k (i=1 »2» • • • >k) and- "this occurs if vi = ei (i=1,2,...,k) .
OO
It is clear that a'iAi > 0 and can be made as small as we please
1= 1 00
with suitable choices of [ v,,v2,...,VkJ . Suppose alAl = 0
la 1
for some [v!,v2,...,vk|<=£k , then ai=0 (i=1,2,...) and therefore
Span£ v1,v2,...vk] C H^a contradition. Hence 0^. Pk(T) . Q
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Remarks . Certain features of example(3) are interesting and provide
motivation for what follows. Far this operator we have
00 / v
ftP (T) = {Oj. In the next section we show that this property
R= 1 x
characterises compact operators. The ranges determine the eigen¬
values of T together with their multiplicities. We show that
this is a general feature for compact normal operators. The ranges
of T are half-open half-closed intervals. An inspection of the
proof shows that under the assumption dim(kerT) = m we have the
same right hand end point for however OeP^(T) if and only
if k«m. The dimension of the kernel of an operator therefore
plays a part in determining whether, the range is a closed subset
of the plane. We shall see that the spacing of eigenvalues
relative to the origin also plays a part.
§2. The .essential numerical range.
Theorem 3 of §1 shows that the k-ranges are nested subsets
of the plane. This section deals with the problem: Describe
H P, (a) (AcB(h)). To provide a complete account we include
k= 1 K
a definition and some known results on the essential range of an
operator. The discussion leans heavily on §34 of "Numerical
Ranges IX " [ 4 ], We have selected only those results necessary
in order to deduce our theorem. We have not listed individually
the original papers by the authors concerned, these may be found
by consulting [4 ],
Notation. " Let cn denote a complex unital Banach algebra.
Let d((7"L) denote the set of states of . V(CTT * a) denotes
the algebra numerical range of an element ae(J"£ .
Let X be an infinite dimensional complex Banach space.
Let K = K(X) denote the closed two sided ideal of compact operators
bcx)
in B(x). Let v : B(x) -» „) v{ be the canonical homomorphism
J\\ A/
of B(x) into the Calkin algebra.
Definition 1. Let TcB(X). The essential numerical range of T
Vess(T) is defined by
Vess(T) = V( 1^- , 7r(T) )
i.e. Vess(T) is the algebra numerical range of the canonical
B
image of T as an element of the unital Banach algebra — »
The following proposition is straightforward [4;34.2].
PROPOSITION 2. Let TeB(x). Then
(1). Vess(T) = n { V(B, T+K) : KeK(x) \ ,
(2). Vess(T) = { f(T) : f<D( B(x) ), f( K(x) ) = [0] ] .
When H is an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space we
have
COROLLARY 3. Given A£B(H) >
Wess(A) = H [ W( A+K )~ : KeK(H) }.
Proof. W(A)~ = V( B(H), A ). D
Notation; Let M be a (closed) subspace of H, let Plt be the" M
orthogonal projection onto M, and let C„,(a) denote the compressionM
of the operator AeB(H) to M. i.e. Cm(a) = Pma|m .
LEM^A 4. (Fillmore, Stampfli, Williams )
Let M be a closed subspace of H such that M has finite
dimension. Then Wess(a) = Wess(P^apjj) = Wess cm(a) (acb(h)) .
Proof. Write P = . I-P has finite rank and therefore
A - PAP = (I - P)A(I - P) + PA(I - P) + (I - P)AP e K(H).
ir(A) = jt(PAP) and therefore Wess(A) = We33(PAP) .
Suppose f«D( B(H) ) annihilates the compact operators and
define g : B(M) -»C by g(T) = f(TP) (T«B(M) ). §(1^) = f(P)= 1
and TcK(m) => TP«K(h) , therefore g is a state on B(m) which
annihilates K(M).
f(PAP) = f(CM(A)P) = g(CJr(A)) e Wess(CM(A)) by Proposition
2 part (2). Therefore Wess(PAP) C Wess(C,,(A)) .
Finally, let feD(B(M)) and f(K(?„)).= [0| . Define
g s B(H) -»C by g(T) = f(C5T(T)) (TfB(H)). Then~ M
g(l) = f(lM) = 1 and l|CJf(T) || S ||T||. Therefore ge d(b(h)) and
g annihilates K(h) because the compression of a compact operator
is compact. Hence Wess(C,.(A)) C¥/ess(A).[]
M
LEMMA 5. (Anderson, Stampfli )
Let AeY/ess(A) • Then there exists a closed subspace E of
H with infinite dimension, an orthonormal basis ?or
and complex numbers A^ such that
(1). lim A = A ,
k-*»
(2). C^(a) has matrix representation diag[A^J relative
to the orthonormal basis Se. i « i.e. (Ae.,e.) = A. B. . .1 k'1 0' x' x xj
Proof . By Corollary 3 ^ AeY/(A) and therefore there exists a unit
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vector e^eH with |(Ae^,e^) - A | < 1. The proof proceeds by
induction. Suppose that [ ,e2,••.»en]f 0^ has been found such
that (Aej,ei) =0 (i 4 J ) an<3- I ( Ae i, e i.) - A \ < 4 for'
i,j = 1,2,...,n.
Let M = Span[ e, ,e2,...,en,Aei ,Ae2> ..., Aen,A*e.| ,A*e2,... ,A*en \ .
AeWess(C„.(A)) by Lemma 4 and by Corollary 3 there exists a unitm
vector en + » * M such that | (C (A)en + 1 ,en + i) - A | < ~ .
{e,,e2,...,en+i}e 0^ , (Aej,ei) = 0 (i,j = 1,2,..,n+1; i 4 j )
and | (Aen+i,en+1) - A | < . Let e be the closed linear
r 100
span of the infinite orthonormal set [enJ obtained using this
procedure and let A|< = (Aek,ek) (k = 1,2,,.. ). Q
We are now in a position to prove the new theorem of this
section.
theorem 6. Let AeB(H).
Then Wess(A) = H P (a) .
k= 1 K
Proof.
Let AeWess(A) and let e, as an Lemma 5.
Let m be a fixed positive integer and define Hn e £ (n=1,2,... )
1 -
by Mn = - 2j(Aei,ei). Pffi(A) for n=m,m+1,... by the nested
l« 1
property of the k-ranges. /jn -*• A as n -* ® , so Ae P (A)""and
m
therefore Ae D p (a) . The inclusion Wess(A) Cfl p (a) is
m= 1 m —ms 1 K
therefore established.
We may suppose that Oe n P, (a) by replacing a with
k= i K
oA + /3 for suitable a,/3 e C . The proof is completed by showing
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that oe h p (a)~~ 0 e Y/ess(a) .
k= 1
For each k^1 there exists an orthonormal k-tuple ,ea,...,ek]
such that
| I £(Aei,eL)| < j .
U 1
Let be the linear functional on B(H) defined by
fk(T) = £.2 (Te'^ei) (Tf B(H)) . fk e D(B(H)) .
1= 1
Let f be a weak ♦ cluster point of the set [f^: kss1 }. Then
f e d(B(h)) and f(A) = 0, Let T be a finite rank operator.
T = ui <£. v, + u2 V2+ ... +■ un X? vn for some
Ui,u2>...,un; vi,va,...,vn f H . ( uij^v is the rank one operator
defined by (u <5b v)x = (x,v)u (xeH) ).
fk^ = 2 kZ(el'v^uJ'ei) * v
j= 1 i= 1
I fk( T) I .
j= 1
Hence f vanishes on finite rank operators and therefore by
continuity f vanishes on the ideal of compact operators. By
Proposition 2 we have 0 = f(A) e Wess(A). 0
COROLLARY 7. An operator AeB(H) is compact if and only if
«,Pk(A)"= toj.
Proof. y/ess(A) = [0] if and only if A is compact. Q
COROLLARY 8. Let S,TcB(h) . If Pk(s) c Pk(T)~ (k = 1,2,... )
then 'rt'ess(s) C Wess(T) .
Proof. Immediate. Q
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§3. The states which generate the k-range.
The set of states on B(h) is a convex weak* compact subset
of the dual space of B(h) . A linear functional f e B(h)' is
said to be a vector state if there exists an element xeH of norm
one such that f(T) = (Tx,x) (TcB(H)). The spatial numerical
range of an operator A is just the image under A of the set of
vector states. The closure of the spatial range is the image
under A of all states. We examine in this section some questions
which arise from a consideration of the subsets of the set of all
states which generate the k-range and its closure. This leads to
a sufficient condition for the k-range of a compact operator to be
closed.
Let P,Q e , then tr([dP + (l-a)Q]A) = atr(FA) + (l-a)tr(QA)
and therefore tr([a P + (l-a)Q]A) e kP^(A) whenever O^oksI .
A
More generally ^ tr(TA) £ ^0) whenever T is a convex
combination of members of P. .
~k
Given a trace class operator T ,the linear functional f^,
defined by f^,(A) = tr(TA) (a e B(h)) satisfies ((fT|j«||r ||i and
fj,(l) = tr(T) . In particular let T be a positive
trace class operator with tr(T) = ||t||i =1. Then f^, e D(B(h)).
Let T = £ Aj eji^ej be the spectral decomposition of T ,
j
where [ej] is an orthonormal sequence of elements of H .
T ? 0 => Aj £ 0 0=1,2,... )
and therefore ^ Aj =1 because tr(T) = 1 .
j
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fT(A) = tr(TA) = tr(AT) = £ (A^eja6j)= £ \j(Aej,ej) (A«B(h)).
J j
Therefore f = y Ajui . where u ( ||x|| = 1 ) denotesJ. ' G j X
j
the vector state wx(a) = (Ax,x) .(A f B(h)).
The numerical range of A is the image under A of of the set
of all states of the form f with T as above (more generally,
the image under A of the set of all ultraweakly continuous
states ) since convex subsets of the plane are closed with respect
to the formation of infinite convex combinations.
The following two technical lemmas provide the main step in
identifying the condition on the sequence [Aj] , or equivalently,
the condition on the positive trace class operator T which
"til
ensures that f^CA) belongs to the k Halmos range of A.
Notation.
Let ySsO. Let [y] denote the integral part of y. Let m
be any integer satisfying m > [y]+1 . Let denote the set
m
of m-tuples [a!,a2,.j satisfying 0 « ai ^ 1, ^ ai = y .
1= 1
lemma 1•
fl is a compact convex subset of Rm and the set Ext(fl )
m ~ m
of extreme points of consists of all m-tuples with [y]
co-ordinates equal to 1, one co-ordinate equal to y- [y] and
the rest zero.
Proof. Q_ is compact and convex as a subset of Rm with the
1 ■ - in
usual topology. Let a = [a,,a2,...,J f and suppose
there exist two entries a. » a. ( i1<i2) with
ll is
0 < a < 1 , 0 < a. < 1
J-t la
Let 8 = mini a. , a. , 1-a. , 1-a. J > 0 .
11 ia ii 12
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Th©n = ! > • • • i + ^9 • • • $ • • • # I ^~ I 11 J-2 m "*
aa = 5ct. - 5,...,a. + 8,...,a ] e fl
~ '1 iT X2 m m
1 /
and a = — ( a« + a2 ) . Therefore a is not an extreme
«N# O «v «v
point of . This argument holds for any member of with
at least two entries lying between 0 and 1. Therefore the set
of extreme points of fi is contained in the set of those m-tuples
m
with [y] co-ordinates equal to one, one co-ordinate equal to
y - [y] and the rest zero. Conversely, it is clear that any
such point is an extreme point of Qffl. 0
Remark. Ext(nffl) consists of a finite set of m-tuples.
co(Ext(Q )) is closed and therefore co(Ext(fi )) = fi by the
Krein-Milman theorem.
Notation. Let W denote the set of sequences with precisely
[y] entries equal to one, one entry equal to y - [y] and the
f > 00
remaining entries zero. Let jj = i^nji be a bounded sequence
of complex numbers.
00 oo
Let Yy(£) = [£ AjMj : £ Aj = y , 0 s Aj s 1 (j=1,2,... )] .
>1 j= 1
LEMI;iA 2.
V£> is a convex subset of C_ and
OO
YyCif) = COi £ « W } .
j= 1
Proof. The Lemma will follow from two observations.
CO
(1). Ext( Yy(j(£) ) C I £ AjMj : A = [Ajp e Wy J .
j« 1
(2). Any member of Y (jm) may be approximated arbitrarily
closely by members of 00 » ,
J»1
00
Proof of (1) . Let t = £ /3jpj c Ext(Yy(ju)). We may assume,
j= i
by making rearrangements and taking combinations if necessary that
whenever /3jPj 0 the set { k : /?kbk 1= 0, Pk = b j ] is finite,
0 < < 1 > and at most one of the coefficients /3k lies strictly
between 0 and 1 . With this assumption, suppose there exist
coefficients P- P- such that 0 .< P. < 1 , ■O < P. < 1 (ji<ja).
Ji J 2 Ji J3
Let 8 = mini /3. , /3. ,1 - /3. ,1-/3. } then
Ji 0 a J1 J 2
t, = P,p, + ... + (/3 + 8)p + ... + (/3.~ S)p + ... e Y (p)
Ji Ji J2 Ja y ~
ta = /3,p, + ... + (/3 - 5)fi + ... + (/3 + 8)p + ... e Y (p)
Ji Ji Ja Ja y ~
ta - ti = 2S(p. - [i. ) ^ 0 (by assumption )
t a (ti + ta)/2
Therefore t is not an extreme point. This contradiction implies
that at most one p. lies between 0 and 1 (and must equal y-[y] ).
J
oo
Therefore we have t = £ PjHj for some £ e W as required ,
j= 1
OO
Proof of (2). Let t = £ PjVj * Y (jtf) • Define Sn by
n j= 1
8n = y- Yj P-i * an<3- N eN be sufficiently large so that
j « 1
8n$1 whenever n?N .
P\ m +. ..+/3npn+SnPn + i < Yy(^) . If n £ max[[y],N) an
application of Lemma 1 (with m = n+1 ) together with the remark
shows that
/3^ Pt+...+/3npn+6n/in+1 e co[ Y ! £ = i\ij € } 1
Also | t — (/3i p, +,.. +pn /jn+5npn +1 ) I = | ^ PjHj " SpMn + 1 I
j" n+i
s let ( 2 * ♦ 8" 5
j= n ♦ 1
= 2- sn|| H 1^ ■* 0 as n-*» .
Proof of Lemma 2 .
Let t e Yy(jji). Either t is an interior point of Yy(jj)
or t e dY. If t is an interior point of Yy(^) then it
follows that t can he written as a convex combination of elements
\ uvt i
of the required form by (2). If t e gY^(ju) then t is either
an extreme point or the convex combination of two extreme points
and an application of (1) finishes the job. (]
theorem 5. Let A e B(h). Then for each k = 1,2,..,
Pk(A) = i tr(SA) : OSS^I , S e & , tr(s) = 1 j .
Proof. The inclusion C is clear since if P f we have
1 1 -
0 S —P « ^1 , tr(—p) = 1 . Conversely, let S f ^ where
0 « S « |l , tr(s) = 1. Let S# = £ £j ej(x)ej be the spectral
j
decomposition of S/T where {ej} is an orthonormal sequence of
elements ofH. 0s£jsi}y£j = 1 .lc
J
tr(SA) = tr(AS) = £ (ASej,ej) = £ £j(Aej,ej)
J J
Applying Lemma 2 with y = k , H ~ I ^ (-^ej,ej) j we have
tr(SA) e co [ — £ ^j(Aej,ej) : Aj=1 for exactly k distinct
j
integers j } .
Therefore tr(SA) e Pk(A) . Q
Remarks.
(1). Theorem 3 says that the k-range is closed with respect to
the formation of all infinite convex combinations of the form
OO
^ Aj(Axj,xj) where |xjJ is any orthonormal sequence and
j-«
0 « Aj < j (j = 1,2,... ), £ Aj = 1 . Equivalently, Pk(-A)
- 17 -
is the image under A of all (ultraweakly continuous) states of
OO
the form f =
. with |xjj and [Aj] as before.
j= 1 J
(2). The map
T'+fj : [ Te Q : 0«T4 ^1 ,tr(T) = ^ ) -*■ D(B(H)) , where
f^ is defined by f^Cs) = tr(ST) (SeB(R)) ,is an affine isometric
map onto the set of all states of the form f = £] \jwXj where
j
ixj| > i\j] are as in Remark 1 .




Dk = "( 1 fs ! s E1' tr(s) = 1*
U I f e D : f(K(H)) =[0] ]
Remarks.
(1). D^. is a convex weak* compact subset of D, the set of all
states on B(h). dk+1 C (k = 1,2,,.. ) .
(2). A result of J.Dixmier [ 7 ] shows that if f e D then
u&eie cu positive
f = af^ + (l-a)gj A f,_, is the state associated with they\trace
class operator T with tr(T) = 1 , o-*ig is a state which annihilates
the ideal of compact operators and 0sci$1 . Therefore = D ,
and moreover, taking the weak* closure is redundant when k = 1 .
However for higher values of k we shall see that the corresponding
set with the weak* closure omitted is not in general weak* closed.
PROPOSITION 5.
Let A e B(h). Then PkU)" = [ f(A) : f e Dk j .
Proof. The set f f(A) ; f f Dk j is the continuous image of a
- 18 -
compact set and is therefore closed and it clearly contains F^(a).
Conversely, let f e , then there exists a net of states
JfA : A e A ] such that fA -* f (w*) as A •* °° where
fA = aA fT + ^1_aA^6A for s0me °^aA$1 ' SA e D '
A
gA(K(h)) = i0j , ta e gf , 0 « TA « jl , tr(TA) = 1 , for
each A e A »
fa(a) = aAfT (a) + (l-aa)ga(a) > which is the convex
A
combination of a member of the k-range and a member of the
essential range of A . By theorem 2.6 e (AeA)
and hence f(A) e P^a)". Q
We require the following well known result which we state
without proof (see for example [6 ; 4.1.2 ] ).
THEOREM 6.
For each Teg, let 4^ be the bounded linear functional
on K(H) defined by ^(K) = tr(KT) (IC e K(h) ) . The map
T -*■ 4>m is a linear bisection of onto the dual space of the
Banach space K(h) . ^ is hermitian (resp. positive) if and
only if T is self adjoint (resp. positive ).
Let Dk|k(H) denote the set of restrictions to K(h) of




DjJk(h) = [ l T e , 0 « T € £l , tr(T) S 1 } .
Proof. Let <£eDk|K(H). By theorem 6, 4> = for some S e jg(
with S > 0. Also <p = g|K(H) for some g <f Dfc. Let [f^ : AeAj
be a net of states such that fA -* g (w*) as A -* » , where for
each A e A
fa = aAfT + (1"aA)gA C05^5*1* SA c D » 6a(k(h)) = l°!»
*
TA<4 . 0 6 T^±I, tr(T^) = 1 ).
Given x«S(H) we have
(Sx,x) = tr(x ®x S) = 3? x) = g(x® x) »
fA(x0x) = '«A fT (x0x) = aAtr(TAx(g)x)
A
= «A (T-A3t,x) ( A e A) ,
So 0 < fA( x® x) < 1/k ( A e A ) .
Therefore 0 ^ g(x®x) ^ •
1
Hence 0 « S 4 jL.
00
Let S = ^ AlEi be the spectral decomposition of S where
I = i
the El are mutually orthogonal rank one projections. For each
n




ZK = tr(PnS) = 4>s(Pn) s ||g||||Pnl| = 1 (n=1,2,... ) _ _ (1)#
00
tr (s) = 2_j ^ "• •
L- 1
If the spectral decomposition of S has only finitely many terms
(M say) then line (1) holds with n=M and the desired conclusion
is immediate.
•j
Conversely, let S f ^ be given with 0 s S « rl , tr(s) ^ 1I iv
oo
Let S = ^ ^-lEl be the spectral decomposition of S where the
la 1
series has been made formally infinite , if necessary, by the
- 20 -
addition of appropriate mutually orthogonal rank one projections
with zero coefficients.
n
Let = £X-t , Sn = 1"(3n * Define c B(h) by
U 1
Sn = |alEi+ (5n/k)^nEl (n = 1,2,... ) .
i» 1 U n +1
Then S eiZ , 0 < S <7-1, tr(S 5=0+8=1 .n r&s * n k ' v n ti n
Let g be any weak* cluster point of the set of states
£fg : n=1,2,... j C Dk . Then g e Dk and we claim that
n ^
g|K(H) = <p . Recall that an operator T e b(h) is compact ifb
and only if, for each net £ : A. € A } of rank one mutually
orthogonal projections, tr(TE.) ■* 0 as A ■+ » . Let A € IC(h) ,A
and suppose £-=—•+ g (w*) as—. We have
o
m
U(a) - <#>s(a)| 5 |g(A) - f (a) I + |f (a) - 4>s(a)\
m m
= |g(a) - fs (A)I + |tr((Sm- s)a)|
m
|tr((Sm- S)A)| = |tr(A(S - Sm))|
00 K+m
= |tr(A[ ^XlEi -( Sn/k)^ E i ]) I
i 9 m +1 L® m +1
• °° k + m /
= j ^Aitr(AEi) - (Sm/k) ^tr(AEi) |
1= m +1 1= m ♦ 1
$ 2Sm aup[ | tr(AE1) j : i 3= m+1 j
•* 0 as m-*» since A is compact.
Therefore g|K(H) = . 0
THEOREM 8. Let A e B(h) be compact. Then for each k = 1,2,,..
Pk(A)" = { tr(TA) : T , 0 S T $ , tr(T) < 1 ! .
Proof.
Apply Proposition 5 and Lemma 7. Q
Example. This description does not hold if A is not compact.
Let A = I, the identity operator. Then =["'1
{ tr(T) ilf^OST^I, tr(T) « 1 | = [0,1] .
Notation. Let .
PROPOSITION 9.
Let A f IKK). Then Wess(A) = [ f(A) : f f D# i and
consists of the set of all states which vanish on the ideal of
compact operators.
Proof. The set of states which vanish on K(li) is contained in
D by definition and therefore we have the inclusion C .
00 " —
Conversely,f <f f(A) e (k = 1>2,... ) by
Proposition 5 . An application of Theorem 2.6 then shows that
f(a)< Wess(a) . □
We complete this section with a sufficient condition for the
k-range of a compact operator to be closed.
THEOREM 10.
Let A e B(h) be compact with kernel of dimension at least k.
Then ^(a) is closed .
Proof. Re-stating Theorem 8 in terms of orthonormal sequences,the
result says that the closure of the k-range of A consists of all
sums of the form £\j(Axj,xj) where [xj] is an orthonormal
j
sequence of elements of H , 0 S Aj 4 l/k, £Xj s 1 .
j





Let t = T Aj(Axj,xj) , 0 $ Aj s - , £ Aj = a « 1 be given,
j- 1 j= 1
where [xj] is an orthonormal sequence of elements of H . By
1 °°
lemma 2, it suffices to assume that t = k£ Aj(Axj,xj) where
•> «
A = [Aj] c Wy and y ^ ka . Therefor^ renumbering the x's, if
necessary, it suffices to prove that
| M -
t - I + (y - tv]) >*[y]+1> J 5 Pk(A)
if [y] 4 o f
t = y "(AxijX,) e Pk(A) if [y] = 0 .
If y = [y] = k then t e Pv(a) . So suppose k > [y] .
XV
I Cy3
Let t1 = k 2j (AxJ»xj) J
j= 1
II h] "i
h = 5 L £ + <Ax[y] +i'x[y]-m' J •
Then t = (1 - (y-[y]))t. + (y - [y])t0 , a convex combination
I Ct
of t. and t^ . Therefore it suffices to show that1 2
1 r
— £ (Axj,xj) € whenever r is a positive integer
j= 1
satisfying r < k .
sl,
H = ker A @ (ker A ) .
Let xi = yi<+}zi (i=1,2, ,.,r) where for each i, yi f ker A ,
I
zl e (ker A ) , Y\ ,Yzf -Yr span a subspace of ker A of dimension
not exceeding r and therefore there exist at least k-r ortho-
normal elements j ,
/ , —ker A
yr + 1 ,yr +2,.. .,yk «• y Span[y1,y2,,.,,yrl
Let xl = yi .f) 0 (i=r+1,r+2,.,. ,k ) . Then [x, ,x2,... ,xi<) e 0^
££(Axj,xj) = ^£(Axj,xj) f Pk(A) .and 1
>1 j= 1
- 23 -
Finally, the remaining case is clear since
dim(ker a ) > k => 0 e Pk(A) and therefore when [y] = 0
t = (l-y)O + y^ (Ax,,xi) e Pk(A) . 0
COROLLARY 11.
Let A*B(h) be a compact operator on a non-separable Hilbert
space H. Then Pj^a) is closed for each k = 1,2,... .
Proof.
A compact =^. A* compact. A*H is separable and therefore
ker A = (A*H) has infinite dimension. Q
Remarks.
(1). The condition on the dimension of the kernel of A is
not in general necessary for a closed range. Necessary and
sufficient conditions have been given under which the numerical
range (=P^(.)) is closed by J.P.Williams (unpublished note ).
We mention his result in the next section where we give some
additional observations and examples for the special case of
compact normal operators.
(2). Theorem 10. does not hold if compactness is relaxed,
e.g. Let U be a unilateral shift . Then
Pk(u) =A=£zeC:|z|<1 ] (§1. Example 2.(1) ) .
dim(ker U* ) = 1 , but P^(U*) = A is open.
- 24 -
§4. The k-range of ftormal operators.
tYhen A e B(h) is normal it is well known that the closure
of the numerical range of A is the convex hull of the spectrum.
In this section we obtain a description of the closure of the k-
range of a normal operator and a description of the k-range itself
for a compact normal operator.
Preliminary remarks.
Throughout the section a reference to the Spectral Theorem
will mean the following version of that theorem ( see e.g.[9] ;
Page 911 Cor. 4).
Let A e B(h) be normal. Then there exists a regular positive
measure space (s, Aj, (j) and a unitary map U of H onto f)
such that
UAx = f.Ux (x e H) for some f e L (S, .
Let <f> i S -*■ C be a p-measurable function. We recall that
the essential range of <t> , which we denote by essFan<£ , is the
set of complex numbers A such that
<P (V^)) > 0 for every neighbourhood of A ,
Sp(A) = essran<£ , where <p is any function in the equivalence
class of functions f , since
(A- <{>) is essentially bounded
<===>-• <t> is bounded away from A a.e.
<===> A ^ .ess£an$ .
Notation.
CL rwtmai Ofirojxx- A
Given^A g B(h) , let F^(a) denote the set of all arithmetic
means of k numbers selected from the spectrum of A such that in
- 25 -
any sum isolated points of the spectrum are repeated at most as
many times as their multiplicity as eigenvalues.
Let A(A;r) denote the open disc of radius r, centre A e C .
LEMMA 1. Let A e B(h) be normal. Then P^Ca) 1 Fk(A) .
Proof. Let A,,A2>..,Ar be distinct non-isolated points of Sp(A)
and let Ar+1,...,Ak be isolated points of Sp(A) with the
repetition condition. Choose N < N sufficiently large so that
*f
the discs A (At;l/n) (1=1,2,...,#) are mutually disjoint for
r
n= N+1 ,N+2,... and [Ar+i , ...,Ak U A (At;l/n) = $ (n>N+l).
By the Spectral Theore. there exletVa .eascre space (S,E ,M)
such that A is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by some
f . l"(sA ) on L2(S^j ,p) . Let ip be any function in the
equivalence class of functions f . For each n>N define a map
<Pn i 3 •* C by
^n(x) = Al x e i/T^( A(Ai;l/n) ) i=1,2, ...,r
^r(x) otherwise
Each ifin is measurable and essentially bounded. <pn "* 4* uniform«&ly
as n -*■ «> . Let f^ be the equivalence class defined by >
and let An denote the normal operator corresponding to fR .
Then |Un-A|| ■* 0 as n -*■ » . For each n > N , A1,A3,..>Ar
are distinct eigenvalues of Ansince these points are members of
the essential range of ^ ,
Write A = Aj (r+1ssj«k). Then for some non-zero square
integrable function <t> : S •* £ we have the following chain of
implications •
ip(x)<fi(x) = A£(x) a.e. x «: S
fj( JxeS : ip(x) f A j H [xeS : <£(x) 0 J) = 0
- 26 -
==> m( [xeS : ^n(x) {= A ] p\ [xeS : <£(x) 0 j ) = 0 (n>W)
==> ^n(x)<£(x) = A$(x) a.e. xeS .
Conversely, if An (n>N) has A as an eigenvalue then the
implications reverse. We conclude that the eigenvalues Ar + 1,.,At<
are also eigenvalues for An with unchanged multiplicities.
Tor each n>N , let xn1, xns,... ,xnt< be a set of orthonormal
eigenvectors for An with corresponding eigenvalues A,,A2,...,Ak
respectively. We have
«j K 1 —I kZAl ~ k Tj (Axnl'xn I = k ' L l(AnXnl,Xnl) - (Ax-ni,xn
Is 1 ic 1 1= 1




k ^ Ai. e Pk(A) . Finally, given any member t of Pk(A)
L= 1
there exists a sequence |t ] of points of F (a) such that eachn xC
tn contains no repetitions of non-isolated points of the spectrum
and such that t ■* t as n •» ® , Q
Notation. Let Sp'(A) denote the set of accumulation points of
Sp(A) .
LEMKA 2. Given 8>0 , Sp*(A) can be covered with finitely many
irvecA-tfdsCe
mutually disjointAsets E.j ,Eg, .. .,Effi such that
(1). Each E^ is contained in a closed disc of radius 8 .
(2). intE± O Sp'(A) <t> .
Proof. Cover Sp(A) with finitely many open discs A of radius 8
and delete any discs A from the list with the property that
Sp'(A)n A = <f> . Let A, ,A2,...,Ar be an enumeration of the
remaining discs. Define E^ = Ai .
(i). If int( A2\A,) HSp'U) 4> , let Eg sijSA, .
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(ii). If int(-U£>- Ai)Pi Sp*(A) = <p then Sp'(A)r\A2 C A,
and we delete A2 from the list.
If action under (i) was taken then proceed as follows. If
int( A2) r\Sp'(A) ^ then define E^ = A3\ A,U A2
If int( As^ a,UA2) H Sp'(A) = <t> then Sp'(A) H A3 C AiU A2
and we delete A3 from the list.
If action was taken under (ii), renumber tho remaining discs
from 2 onwards and re-apply (i) & (ii).
Continuing in this way we obtain a finite number of mutually
disjoint sets E^,Eg,...,Em with the desired properties. 0
LEi.ma 3. Let a e B(h) be normal.
Then sup Re ^(a) £ sup Re Fk(A) (k=1,2, ... ) .
Proof. Apply the Spectral Theorem to give a measure space
(S, L,n ) and an element f e L°°(S, ) such that A is
2
unitarily equivalent to multiplication by f on L(S, Zj,/j).
Given 8 > 0 , let E.,E„,..,,E be a cover of Sp'(A) with the12m
properties of Lemma 2. Let <p be any function in the equivalence
class of functions f. Define a map tp : S •+ £ by
f /Jl x € (p (E-J i=1,2, ...,m
<Kx) = j( $(x) otherwise
v/here /u,, p2, ..., /%, is any choice of points such that
/il e int Ei nsp'(A) (i=1,2, .. ,,m) .
tp is measurable and essentially bounded.
| <£(x) - ip(x) | $ 28 (x e s) .
For each n=1,2,... take 8 = 1/n and let [^nj be the
corresponding sequence of functions. ipu "* <t> uniforms&ly as n-*°°.
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Let f be the equivalence class defined by ^ , and let A
n n n
denote the normal operator corresponding to fn . For each fixed
n?1 , An has spectrum consisting of distinct eigenvalues
Mi,P2>...,Mm together with(possibly) a finite number of eigen¬
values of A . The argument in Lemma 1 applies again here to
show that any such eigenvalue occurs as an eigenvalue of A^ with
unchanged multiplicity.
Let ,A2,..,,Ar denote the members of Sp(An) written
according to increasing real part i.e. Re At $ Re Al + 1 (i=1,»,r-l) .
Let X.,X0,...,X be the corresponding eigenspaces with ortho-I Cx X*
normal bases [ e : vi e m } (i=1,2,.. .,r) respectively .
vi
Given (e^,e^,...,ek) e 0^ ne have , for j=1,2,...,k
r r J_




f e .= y Ai >"' (e .,e )e + f h.n j L> L> v j' vL n j
1=1
Wiem
-£Al£l + sinoe eieen"
1=1 nenL
spaces of An are reducing .
We claim that (f h.,h.) = 0 (j=1,2,...,k; n»1 ).n j j
Fix n>1 and
Proof, /^let K = esssup^. For each m?1 let Dm be the punched
_ r
disc D = A (OjK)U A (Ai; 1/m) . For each A e D , therem io 1 m
■" 1
exists an open neighbourhood V, of A such that (V,.)) = 0 .
Let V, ,V\ be a finite cover of DAi A2 A m
-1 ^ -1 1
Then fj( (D )) ^ ( U7. )) = 0HI la 1 At
00
| xeS :^n(x)|=Ai ( i=1,2, ... ,r), |^(x)|<K | = UD ) .
n m= 1 m
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Therefore
m£ xeS : ^n(x)|=Ai (i=1,2,...,r) ]
CO .
= mi xes : |^n(x)|>K ] + m( ud )) =0 .
. m= 1 111
_____ r J.
Since h. e Spani U Xi| it follows that
j l= 1
Mj nix: £j(x) |= 0]] = 0 for i=1,2,...,k
where <j;j is any representative from the equivalence class h. .
This fact together with (l) above implies that
j^nkj!2d.M =0 and therefore =0
5 (j=1,2,...,k ; n>1).
Returning to the proof of Lemma 3 , we have
fc p
fie r )' (f e.,e.) = t' V c (ReAi) (2)k U n j' j' U li tt 1
j= 1 l* 1 cli t
where = 5 £ I ) I 2
J= 1
0 * cn 4 1A • Z E Si s 1 •
L-1
7T L e IT L
The right hand side of (2) attains a maximum when e^,e , ...,e^
are eigenvectors with eigenvalues chosen in order of descending
real parts including allowed repetitions for multiplicity.
Furthermore the construction of f was such that this maximum
n
belongs to Re Fk(A) .
Therefore we have sup Re P^A^) ^ sup Re F^(a) (n=1,2,.. )
It follows that sup Re Pk(A) « sup Re Fk(A) (k=1,2,.. ) . Q
THEOREM 4. Let A e B(k) be normal . Then Pk(A) = coFk(A) .
Proof, co ?k(A) C Pk(A) is clear from Lemma 1. cofFj^Aj""] is the
intersection of all closed half planes containing Fk(A). «A+/3 is
normal for all a,/3 e C . Hence it follows from Lemma 3 that
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F (a)~* C co[ Fk(a)~] . Let A <r ^(a)"" , then there exists
1 k
a sequence of arithmetic means j ^ an j <= Fk(A) (n=1,2>... )
J= 1
which converges to A . Find a subsequence inm! positive
integers such that [a .J converges (to a. say) for each j=1,2, ,,k.
3 J
k ®
^ =b) aj • aJ e Sp(A) (l«jsk). If a. , ...,at, coincide and
01 J r
j- 1
a. is an accumulation point of the spectrum then this repetition
Ji
is allowed. If a. is isolated then for sufficiently large m,
J1
a . = a ,=...= a . = a. i.e. a. is an eigenvalue of A
nmJi nmj2 nmjr J1 J1
with multiplicity at least r and so this repetition is also
allowed. This argument applied to each group of coincident a ' s
J
shows that A e F^Ca) and so F^(a) is closed.
The desired conclusion follows. Q
THEOREM 5. Let AeB(H) be normal and compact. Then
consists of the convex hull of the set of all arithmetic means
of k eigenvalues of A where each eigenvalue may occur in a
mean at most as many times as its multiplicity.
Proof. The inclusion D is clear by Theorem 1.3 parts (2)&(5).
Let A = Aj.e i (x)e i be the Spectral decomposition of A, where
I
is an orthonormal sequence of elements of H and
I Mi| » tML + 1| i=1>2,.. .
Let (xi ,xa,.. .,Xk) 0 be given .
K
Case 1. Suppose H is separable . Let [f.j be an orthonormal
J
basis for ker(A)with the convention that is an orthonormal
basis when ker(A) = [o] . We have





, k <j k g
^ ^ (ilXm,X(n) =^ciH\, where ci = = ^|(xm,ei)|
m= 1 I rr*= 1
4i k o
Define d. =
^ y |(xm,f j) I • We have Ossci^l/k > 0^dj«l/k ,
m= 1
and V c!. + 2_j d j = 1 . An application of Lemma 3.2 ( with
I j
y = k ) shows that y c lD'l f P^( A) .
I
Case 2. Suppose H is non-separable. With the notation of Case 1
OO
we have -£(Axm,xm) = £ci/u . Let y = k£ci .
m®* 1 i i«
Applying Lemma 3,2 it suffices to show that every sum of the form
(i) * , y^ji. e Pk(A) if ^ '
(ii). ~(w +,.. + p. + (v;[y])/^ ) e py(A) ^ [y]*1»k °'1 J[y] J[y]+1 k
1 1
(i). y,r p. is a convex combination of 0 and — D- and therefore
KJi
belongs to P^(a) (a has infinite dimensional kernel).
•j
(ii) • —(it,*... + p, + (y-[ y]) f j ) can be written ask J' J[y] 01y] +1
the convex combination
0-(y-[y]))ri d• + ... + . } + (y-[y])-Ji w, + —+ /j, Ik J1 [y] k J1 [y]+i
It follows that ((ii) belongs to P^.(a) . Q
To end this section we return to the problem of necessary and
sufficient conditions for the k-range of an operator to be closed.
We recall from Theorem 3.10 that the k-range of a compact operator
A is closed whenever A has a kernel of dimension not less than k.
PROPOSITION 6. Let AeB(li) be normal and compact. Suppose that
the spectrum of A is contained in a sector of angle < rr (i.e. for
some 0,^.0 < 2n, Sp(A) C [ re1^ : r£0 , 6 $ <p < d+n ]). Then
P^(a) is closed if and only if dim ker(A) > k .
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Proof, we have to establish the 'only if' part of the Proposition.
By Theorem 5 we see that the k-range of A will also lie in the
given sector. By Corollary 2.7, P^(a) closed =» 0 e P^Ca) .
0 is therefore an extreme point of P^A) and by Theorem 5 must be
an arithmetic mean of the allowed type. Therefore 0 is an
eigenvalue of A of multiplicity at least k . Q
Example. The condition dim ker(A) » k is not in general
necessary for a closed k-range when A is compact. For example,
let AeB(H) be compact self-adjoint with trivial kernel and with
infinite sequences of (strictly) positive .and "(striotly)
negative eigenvalues [pnl and [A.nj respectively. ( Mn > /*n+* j
An+1 S An, n=1,2,.. ). By Theorem 5 we have
K K
Pk(A) = > kl>j ] (k=1,2,... ) .
j= 1 j= 1
PROPOSITION 7. (J.P.Williams)
Let A e B(H). Then w(a) is closed if and only if
Wess(a) c w(a) .
Proof. With the notation of §5, given a state f on B(h)
Dixmier [7 ] has shown that
f = « f,p + (l-a)g where f^ is the state associated with
CL
the trace class operator T , tr(T) s 1 , 0 < T « I . gisa
state which vanishes on the ideal of compact operators , and
0 $ a $ 1 . We remarked in the introduction to §5 that
{ ft(a) : T € Jg, , tr(T)=1 , 0 < T < I ] = W(a) .
It follows that
W(a)~ = co { w(a) U Wess(a) }
2
and therefore w(a) is closed if and only if w(a) j^Wess(a) . Q
If Pk(A) is closed then Y/ess(A) C Pk(A) by Theorem 2.6
The obvious generalisation of Williams' observation does not
hold for the k-range when k>1 . For example, let A<tB(h) be
compact and self-adjoint with trivial kernel and with infinitely
many negative eigenvalues [/in] and finitely many positive eigen¬
values [ A,, A2,.. .,\n ] . (/in + 1£/in n=1,2, .. ; )
By Theorem 5 we have
J= i j= 1
<
. k a m
C k £ * k £ Aj ) k=m+1 ,m+2' • • •
j= 1 j= 1
Thus, when k > m , P^(a) is not closed but 0 e Pj^A) *
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§5. Unitary invariants.
S.K.Parrott [ 4 ] generalised the spatial numerical range of
an operator AeB(H) by replacing the subset of the plane with gets
of matrices. More precisely, the Parrott matrix range W^(a) of
a is the set of compressions of a to all k-dimensional subspaces
of H . i.e. Wk(a) = { paiph : p e £k J .
Parrott proved that these matrix ranges form a complete set
of unitary invariants for compact operators with zero reducing
nullspaces [ 4 :§36 Theorem 9 ]. Given P € then
tr(PA) = tr(PA|pj.) and therefore the Halmos k-range consists of
the normalised traces of the operators in the Parrott range. This
gives rise to a natural question. Can the Halmos k-ranges be
substituted in place of the Parrott ranges in the invariants
theorem ? The answer is no in general and we give a counter¬
example. We give a positive result concerning the problem of
which classes of operators are completely determined, up to unitary
equivalence,by their k-ranges. Finally we mention another
candidate generalising the classical numerical range of A ,
denoted by ^(iO , which 'lies between'the Parrott and Halmos
ranges in the following sense. Given A,B e B(k) then
wk(a) = Wk(B) X^a) = ^(B) =^> Pk(A) = Pk(B) (k=1,2,...).
PROPOSITION 1.
Let K be a complex Iiilbert space of dimension 2 , and let
a, B e B(H). Then W(a) = Yf(B) if and only if a and B are
unitarily equivalent .
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Proof. There exists an orthonormal basis [e.|,e2 ^ ^or ^




be the matrix of A relative to this basis.
Let S be any operator on H with matrix representation
^
j relative to an orthonormal basis [u^u jL 0 As J
and such that i a| = j yu | > 0 . Then S and A are unitarily
equivalent . (The map U : H -> H defined by Uu^ = e^ ,
UUg = and extended linearly to H is unitary and
S = U~1A U.)
The implication ( <== ) of the Proposition is trivial. In
view of the foregoing remarks the converse will be established if
the numerical range determines the eigenvalues of A together with
the modulus of the entry in the top right hand corner of the matrix
for a ( when in upper triangular form ) . a calculation shows
that
9 0 ,99
¥(a) = i A^xl + A2 |y | + cryx* : x,y e £ ,|x| + |y| =1 j .
Case 1. a, = a2 = a . If a = 0 then w(a) = [a]. If
a ^ 0, Yv(a)consists of the closed disc centre A and radius |a|/2 .
Cass 2. A, f A2 . If a = 0 then W(a) consists of the straight
line joining A, and A2 . If a |= 0, W(a) is an ellipse with foci
Ai, A2 and length of minor axis ja| .
In each case the numerical range determines the eigenvalues
of A together with |a| ,0
LEMMA 2. Let T e B(h) , then Pk( ReT ) = Re Pk(T) ;
Pk( ImT ) = Im Pk(T) (k = 1,2,...).
Proof. Straightforward.Q
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LEMMA 3. Let S 4 b(h) be compact and self-adjoint. The family
of k-ranges of S determines the eigenvalues of S together with
their multiplicities. In addition, if S possesses only finitely
many positive or finitely many negative eigenvalues then the k-
ranges determine the dimension of the kernel of S.
Proof. Apply the Spectral Theorem to write S in the form
S = ^ AtfS i - 2]/JjEj where Ei,Fj are mutually orthogonal
L j
rank one projections, and Ai, » Al + 1 > 0 , > /Jj + 1 > 0 .
Case 1. Suppose S has infinitely many positive and negative
eigenvalues. It follows from Theorem 4.5 that
Pk(S) = [ " (k=1,2,... ) .
l= 1 j= 1
Case 2. Suppose S has infinitely many negative eigenvalues and
m positive eigenvalues . In each case, using Theorem 4.5 we
have :
1 k(i). If m=0 and dim(kerS)=0 then Pk(s) = [ - £ ^ Ai , 0 )
1= 1
k=1,2,... •
(ii). If m=0, .14 dim(kerS)<«> then
k
P (3) = [ - - V Ai , 0 ] 1 4 k 4 dim(kerS) ,k ki= 1
p (s) = [ - ^ X!Al » 0 ^ k > dim(kerS) •
iss 1
(iii). If m=0, dim(kerS) = 00 then
p^(S) = k = 1J 2,...
Us 1
(iv). If m?1, dim(kerS) = 00 then
mln(k t m)
Pk^ = ^ " E Z Ki » E Z Mj ^ k=1, 2,... .
L= 1 j= 1
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(v). If and dim(kerS) < 00 then
m i n(K »m)
Pk(s) = [- £ £ Ai. , - £ /ij ] k S m + dim(kerS) ,
l»t j» 1
mIn(K»m)
Pk(s) = [- j Yj Al ' £ X IJJ ^ k > m + dim(kerS) .
1=1 j* 1
The remaining case when there are finitely many negative
eigenvalues is exactly similar. The desired conclusion follows
immediately from these explicit expressions for the k-ranges. Q
THEOREM 4. Lot S,T e B(h) be compact normal operators with
zero nullspaces such that P(s) =P(t) (k = 1,2,... ) .
lc k
Then S and T are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. Apply the Spectral theorem to write T in the form
T = (Aj + iA'j)E j - Yj (\ + +i2jMmGm- i ^ ^nHn
J eAi &eA2 m eA3 n <rA4
where each index set Am may be either empty , finite, or countable.
Ej,F., Gm,Hn are mutually orthogonal rank one projections.
Aj > Aj+i> 0 , ^ > 0 , Pm ^ Mm+1 > 0, Mn > Mn+1> 0 .
Apply Lemma 3 to the real part of T and invoke Lemma 2.
We see that the sets [ Aj : je A1] , [ A^ : 6e A2 j are completely
determined by the k-ranges of T . Suppose A1 <p , and suppose
At occurs n^ times. Re-order the numbers Aj+i/Ji,A2 +i^2,...,
A^+ipn^ , so that the imaginary parts are decreasing relative to
increasing suffix. Assume that this re-ordering has been carried
out for each set of distinct Aj . By Theorem 4.5 the member of
P,(T) with real part At (= max Re P^(t) ) and maximum imaginary
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part is A? + ifj, . Therefore P determines th »
Suppose n^>1 , then max Re Pq(t) = At . The member of
I
p (t) with real part At and maximum imaginary part is
Li
At+[i(pi+/J2)/2] . PQ therefore determines p2. In this way
Cx
Pk(T) (k=1, 2,...,n^) determine ^ , fJ2,..• If ^ =[1*
we stop. If n„+1 e Ai , suppose An +1 occurs n times , and
let Pn1 = £ Mi. •
Us 1
P (T) has maximum real part (n,Aj+A+ .)/n.+1 with
n^+1 I n^+i i
corresponding maximum imaginary part (^n +^n +-j)/n-|+'' •
therefore determines • By a similar argument as for At
1
we see that P ,...,P determine
1 12 1 12
In this way the k-ranges determine the set [ Mj ; ] •
The set [r] : AeA2 j is determined in a like manner from the
•o
minimum real parts of the k-ranges. All the eigenvalues of T
are so far accounted for, except those which are purely imaginary.
Ira T = Pj® j ~ ^ *?gfg + ~ ^ PnHn
^eAl £eA2 meA3 neiLj
Apply Proposition 5 to the imaginary part of T and invoke Lemma 2.
The eigenvalues of ImT together with their multiplicities are
determined bj' the k-ranges. Since the sets [(Jj : jcAi j *
17)^ ; A2j are already fixed , the sets { : meA3j and
| /Jn : neA4 j are therefore determined.
Thus the eigenvalues of S and T together with their associated
multiplicities coincide. Since S and T have zero nullspaces the
map which sends eigenvectors of S to eigenvectors of T with the
same eigenvalues extends linearly to a unitary map of H onto H and
u"1T U = S . D
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Definition 6. Given AeB(H) , let ^(a) denote the subset of C
given by
^(a) = \ ( (Ae1,e1),(Ae2,e2),...,(Aek,ei<) ) :
£ JOJj. I •
Remarks.
(1). This k-range was mentioned by F.F.Bonsall [ 1 ].
p.a.Fillmore and J.p.williams [11 ] considered the set x (a)
vjhen a is an operator on a finite dimensional Hilbert space of
dimension n . They were concerned with the following unsolved
problem. If a is a given normal nxn matrix, determine which
n-tuples can serve as the diagonal of some matrix unitarily
equivalent to A .
(2). It was remarked by F^F.Bonsall and J.Duncan [ 4 ,[£6.2]
that the set of matrix representations relative to the natural
basis for of the operators in the Parrott range w, (a) is
[ (aij) : aij = (Auj,ui) ; i, j=1,2,... ,k ; (u1,u2,...,uk)f .
The following example shows that the Parrott unitary invariants
theorem (as stated in the introduction of this section) does not
hold for the L -ranges and hence does not hold for the Halmos
k-range s.
Example 7. Let h be a separable Hilbert space and let s,T e B(h)
have matrix representations relative to an orthonormal basis

















S and T are non-normal compact operators each having zero
kernel. = ^(T) (k=1,2,... ) . S and T are not
unitarily equivalent.
Proof. It is plain that S and T are non-normal compact operators
with zero kernels. Let x,y e H ,
OO 00
x = x>'et- J y = EyLel
is 1 Us 1
A calculation shows that
2 2 °° I I2
(Sx, x) = 2xfx2 + x|x3 + | x, | + | x2 | + E ( n -2 ')
n» 3
(Ty.y) - y}y2 + 2y£y3 + |y,l2* ly2l2 ♦
n= a
The map a : [z^z^... [z*,z*,z*,z*,z*,... ] : H -> H
is a 1-1 correspondence between the elements of the Unit shell
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of H. a preserves orthogonality, i.e. x 1 y 4=> a(x) 1 »(y)
(x,y ( H ), Also (Ta(x),o(x) ) = (Sx,x) (x f H). Therefore
X^S) = X^(T) (k=1,2,... ) •
Suppose there exists a unitary operator U such that U T U = S.
TUe. = USe., = Ue. . Therefore Ue, -a e, for some a e Ca, | a| ts1,111 11 *>-
TUe2 = USe2 = 2Ue^ + Ue2 = 2ae ^ + Ue2 - 0)
Ue2 = ^Ue2'ej)eJ
js 1
TUe2 = (Ue2,e1)e1+(Ue2,e2)[e1+e2] + (Ue2»e3)[2e2+e3J +
(2)
j» 4
From (+) and (2), equating coefficients of e^ gives
(Ue2,e2) = 2 a which is impossible. Q
PROPOSITION 8. (Fillmore [10])
a complex square nxn matrix a is unitarily equivalent to a
matrix with main diagonal (tr(a),0,0,..,, 0) if and only if
tr(A) € Y/(a) .
Proof. " only if " is trivial . For the converse we use induction
on the size of the matrix. Since tr(A) e W(a) , there exists a
unit vector x with tr(A) = (Ax,x) . Let [xi,x2,..., xn ] be
any orthonormal basis with x^ = x . Relative to this basis A
has matrix ftr(A) B j where D is (n-l)x(n-l) and tr(D) = 0.
! C D j
If n = 2, D = 0 and we are finished . Suppose n>2. Let A,,.., An_!
beAeigenvalues of D . Then A1+A2+... +An_ ,) = tr(D) = 0
Therefore 0:e coSp(D) and hence 0 c W(D) . By induction
there exists a unitary matrix U such that U*D U has main
- 42 -




is unitary and V*






THEOKEIi 9. Let A e B(H) . A f if &nd 0nly ***
contains a vector with each co-ordinate equal to A .
Proof. " if " is trivial. We may assume that A = 0 e P^(a).
Then there exists P e P^ such that tr(PA) = 0.
0 = tr(PA) = tr(CpH(A)) . By Proposition 8, there exists
an orthonormal basis e1,e2,...,ek of PH. such that
(CpH(A)el,el) =0 (i=1,2,...,k) .
But (CpH(A)ei,ei) = (PAei,,e;,) = (Aei,ei) (i=1,2, .. .,k).
Therefore 0 e • 0
Remark. A few preliminary results on the X^-ranges are
described in [ll]. In connection with our discussion the notable
outstanding problem is the following.
Win.oh operators are distinguished by the X^.-ranges and not
by the Halmcs ranges?
We end this section with some examples of X^-ranges.
Examples.
UfwScubercJ!.
(l). Let S be shift of arbitrary multiplicity.
Then X^S) = Ak .
Proof. Recall that S is an isometry with the property that
there exists a wandering subspace K C H for S such that
2 3
K , SK,, S IC , S K , , . . are pairwise orthogonal and
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oo
H = K@ SJK . The multiplicity of S = dimK .
J= 1
Let (Ai, A2,..., A*) € Ak. Choose any positive integer n^S such
that | Ai.| < 1- ^ (i = 1,2,...,k), and let 61 = Arg Ai for
i=1,2, ...,k . Given x e S(k) define
y1 =Vn ^ ein01x + ei^n 1^1Sx + ...+ ei01Sn 1x ) ,
Z-I = x • lhr1 II = h1 II « 1 -
A calculation shows that
(Syi,yi) = ™ e1®1 , (Szi,z,) = 0
Let t = | A^ |n/n-1 , then 0 « t < 1 . By the .
Toeplitz-Hausdorff Theorem there exists u^ e Span[y.j ,z,| j, ||uj|=1
such that (Su^,u ) = (l-t-)o + t e"^1 = A( .
i i n
Now define y and z in a similar manner using Snx in
cj
place of x. The Toeplitz-Eausdorff Theorem yields u^ e Sp|yg,z
||u2|| = 1, such that (Su2'U2^ = \ * No'te that (U1,U2^ = 0 *
Continuing in this way we find u^,...,u^ with the property that
(u.| ,Ug, ...,u^) € 0k and (Su^.,u^.) — A^. ( j=1, 2,..«,k) .
Therefore C ^(s) . cannot contain a k-tuple
having an entry with modulus one, for such an entry would be an
eigenvalue of 3 , []
(2). Let V be a non-unitary isometry . Then consists
of all k-tuples of numbers taken from A with the property that
any entry of modulus one in a k-tuple may not occur more often
than its multiplicity as an eigenvalue of V .
Proof. Let V = U (+>S be the YYold decomposition of V and let
H = £+}Hg denote the corresponding decomposition of H . (U is
a unitary map of H1 onto , S is a shift on Hg [Oj) .
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Applying the result of example (l), X^Cv) contains the
specified set of k-tuples. Conversely if
( (Ve1>e1),(Ve2,e2),...,(Vek,ek) ) e ^(v) , then any





A MATRIX RANGE FOR OPERATORS
1
ON THE BANACIi SPACE 1
§1. Definition and properties.
In this chapter we propose a definition for a matrix range
of an operator on the Eanach space of summable sequences. The
results depend heavily on the exploitation of the special structure
1




Let ,£ , denote the spaces of complex sequences which
converge to zero, are summable, are bounded, respectively.
1 00
CQ>& will have their usual Banach space norms.
/ \ "j CO
Let (,): I x & -* C denote the sesquilinear map defined
(x,y) = £xJyJ ( x = 1xj] «■ ^ ; y = {yj} e )•
j= 1
OO 1 I "1
The map $ i y Vy : & ■* (6 ) where ^y(x) = (x,y) (xe^ )
CO
is an antilinear isometric isomorphism of •£ onto the dual space
of «1.
Let ( , )^,n : £nx C_n -*■ C_ denote the sesquilinear map given
( a'^\n= Z ( a=( j a2 > • • • > an) > P = (Pi > Pz, ..., Pn) £ c") .
A/ L= 1
The map § : p ** 4 : £n -> (Cn)' where §Jz) = (z,p)cn (z*Cn)
is an antilinear isometric isomorphism of Cnonto the dual space of
- 46 -
in *1
Definition 1. Let A be a bounded linear map of £ into -6 ,
For a fixed y e T the map z <-»• ^(Az) : £n -> £ is a bounded
linear functional on Cn. Therefore there exists a unique member
n T
of £ whxch we denote by Ay, such that
*
T ^ = (z e S.n) •
A y y
T 00 n
The bounded linear map y ^ A y : A -> £ will be called the
transpose of A e
1 00 1 oo
Notation. Let i : & ■* I denote the inclusion map of Z in -6.
in *1
Given A € B(£ ,1 ) , we abbreviate to A* the composition of A
1 n.
and i , and so A* is a linear map from & into £ .
n 1
If z e £ then the subscript I attached to the norm sign,




i.e. ||z||e1 = £ | z l | ( z = (zi ,z2,...,zn)e £ ) .
L® 1
•j
Definition 2. Let n (Z ) denote the set of isometric linear
— —„
maps A : £n_> ( with the •6*'-norm on £n ) which satisfy
(1). A* A = Icn
•J
(2). a a* is a contraction (i.e. ||a a* x|| «s ||x|| xe£ )
1 "fch
Given T e B(A ) , the n Spafcial matrix range for T is the
set Vn(T) of linear operators on £n given by
Vn(T) = [ A* T A : A e n (e1) } .
PROPOSITION 3.
Let A e ^(-G ) , Then A* is a contraction.
Proof. If A e nn(£1) we have
0 1
A x ||^1 = ||a if x|| ||x|| (xe£ ) since a is isometric and A if
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is a contraction. Q
LEMMA 4. For each there exists A f H (^) such
■ n n
that [ is a sequence of norm one projections which
•f
converge strongly to the identity map on -6 ♦
n 1
Proof. Let A be the linear map of C into I given by
AZ = | Z ^ j Zjg ^ «»• } ( z = ^ )•
1 n
A is isometric with the 4 norm on C . We have
'V/
n
4 T(z) = * (Az) = (Az,y) =2*^ = (z»w)cn =
Ay U1 ~
for all z = (z, ,z2,...,zn) f £n where y =* [yij e and
w = (yi^2,...^n) « £n .
T 1
Therefore A*y = A 0i (y) » ( yi»ya»»«»fyn) (y = [yi]«* )
It is clear that A* A = Ipn and£
1
A A*y = [ yt,ya,...,yn,0,0,... I (y = [yil«£ ).
Therefore A e ) • Let P = A A* . The sequence [P }
of such projections for n = 1,2,... converges strongly to the
identity operator on A1 .Q
1 11*
Notation. Let n(-fc ) denote the subset of t x (£ ) given by
n(£1) = i(x,f) : ||x|| = ||f|| = f(x) = 1 j .
For the remainder of the chapter we use the symbol e, to
iC
th
denote the sequence with 1 in the k place and zeros elsewhere.
PROPOSITION 5.
(1). The map A -*• (A1,A*) is a one to one map of into
n(f1).
A
(2). n^-e ) consists of those linear maps A, of the form
A1 = W for some integer k 1 and complex number 0^ , |akl=1 .
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Proof, (l). Applying proposition 3 we see that (A1,A*) «" Tl(& )
1 1
whenever A € !£(■&). Since A is a linear map of C into I ,
A is completely determined by its action on 1 and therefore the
map A -*■ (XIX) is 1-1 .
1 00
(2). Given A < ) , write A1 = •
A*A1 = 1 ==> 1 = (1, A*A1)C = (1,ATc i(Al))c = (A1, i(Al)). ■
CO ^ ~
i.e. 1 = £ | |2 .
j* 1
CO
A isometric ~>Yj ~ ^ *
> 1
The desired conclusion follows from these two facts. Q
Remark.
V^(.) is not a Printer. V^(T) can be very much smaller than
•j
the spatial numerical range of T . For example, let T e B(£ )
-J
be a shift on I (i.e. Te = e . n=1,2,... ) . Givenv
n n+1
A e (■£ ) , then A1 = for some k?1 and e £ , lakl = 1»
by Proposition 5.(2) . For each z e C , y = [y.| e ^ we^ J
have
VyW - ,fi(y)(Az) = =2 \ yj = ('-^0
-j
Therefore A*y = a*yfc (y = Jy ] e I ) .
A*T A1 = A*T = ak A* ek+1 = 0 . With B(c) and C
identified in the usual way (i.e. S ** S1 ) we therefore have
V^T) = [0] .
Let y = [ l,yi,ya,... \ , lyj « 1 (i=i,2,... ) .
Then (e , * ) e n(£1) .
*/
^( Te ^) = y* . Therefore V(t) = [ z e C : |z| s 1 ] .
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Definition 6. Let U e B(6 ) and let ¥ be as before. For a
fixed y e Z , the map (Ux) is a bounded linear
y
1
functional on Z . Therefore there exists a unique element of
00 T
Z , which we denote by U y , such that
Ux .
¥ (x) = * (X) (x e Z ) .
U y y
The bounded linear map y -* U^y : Z •* Z will be called the
transpose of U » As before write U* = U^0i . U* e B(z\z ) .
1
PROPOSITION 7. Let U be an isometric linear bisection of I
"J T CO CO
onto Z . Then U is an isometric linear map of Z into Z .
Proof. Let y € Z then
||uTy|| = sup [ | ¥ (x)| : Hx|| = 1 J is isometric)
U y
= sup [ | *y(Ux) | : fjx|| = 1 \
= W\W = M . 0
Notation. Let <\J~ denote the set of all isometric linear
11 *
bisections of Z onto Z which in addition satisfy U U = iol^ •
PROPOSITION 8. "\f~ consists of those isometric linear bisections
"1*1 00




Proof. Let x e Z , and denote the supremum norm of x by (Ml^.
We have
llxIL = IJiWil = II U*Ux || = || I^iCUx) U
= || i(Ux) || by Proposition 7
= II ux il . o
Proposition 8 leads to a precise description of the members
of '\jr.
• 50 -
PROPOSITION 9. Let U * \J~ , then there exists a permutation v
( 1 00of the positive integers and a sequence of complex numbers
of modulus one such that Ue^ = ajce0^jc) (k=1,2,... ),
1
Conversely ar^y U e B(^ ) whicl
basis of I is a member of \J~.
6 h acts in this way on the natural
Proof. Let U e\j and fix an integer k?1. It follows from
Proposition 8 that all components of Ue^ vanish except one, and
this non-zero component has unit modulus. Therefore there exists
a map a sending the positive integers into themselves such that
Uek = Vc(k) for 30me °k C ~ 1 (k=1>2>«" )•
1
Let n be any positive integer. There exists x € I such that
Ux = e . By Proposition 8, x = x e for some p e N , x fC .
n pp ~ p ~
It follows that n = o(p) and therefore a is surjective. a is
infective since if p,q e N :
CeJ =*-1P P
Therefore or is a permutation.
o(p) = o(q) ~> U( a" e) = U(a" © ) => p = q .
p p q q
/ fx
Conversely, suppose U e B(6 ) has the property that
(k=1,2,... ) for some permutation a of N and
complex numbers , II= 1 (k=1,2,... ). Then
OO




Therefore U*y= i(£ ( y = ^ ) .
n= 1
U»Ux = £ xn°nU*eo(ii)= i(E lan|2Vn)=i(x) (x " lxn! e ^
n= 1 n= 1
Therefore U e *\JT. Q
PROPOSITION 10. Let U e U~then Vn(tf1T U) = V (T) (n=1,2,... ),
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-)
Proof. Let A ( n ({ ) . Then
n
( z , (UA) y )cn = ( UAz , y ) = ( Az , U y )
= ( z , ATUTy)cn (z e £n , y e e°°) .
Therefore (UA)^ = A^U^ and so (UA)# = (UA)Xoi = A^^oi = A^U*.
(UAf UA = ATU*U A = ATi A = A*A = 1^ .
Let y e I , then there exists x e 6 such that Ux = y , !M|=||y||.
if y = U*Ux = i(x) .
Therefore ATU*y = A*x . ||ATU*y|| 1 = .||A*x|| 1< ||x|| = ||y|| sinoe
A* is a contraction (proposition 3 ).
Hence ||(UA)(UA)* || = || UAA.V || 4 1 . Therefore UA e nn(^1) •
»T. -1 ,TtA / . TT# ^A U = A0i U = A u (since U = lU )
Therefore A*(U~1T u) A = (UA)*T (UA) e Vn(T) .
Hence V (u"1T U) C V (t) .
n ' — n
Also Vn(T) = v( U(U"1T U)U*1) C Vfi( U*1T U) .
Therefore Vn( U T U) = Vr(T) as required, 0
THEOREM 11. Let S,T e B(£1) .
Then Vn(s) CVn(T) (n = 1,2,... ) =£> || S |U II T || .
Proof. Let Ar e nn(^ ) (n=1,2,... ) possess the property that
[ AnA^ is a sequence of norm one projections which converge
strongly to 1-1 (Lemma 4), For each A there exists B en (-6^)Kj n n n
such that A* S A = B* T B .
n n n n
P S P = A B* T Bm A* where P = A A* (n=1,2,... ).nnnnnn nnn
II PnK « || T|| (Proposition 3) .
P S P -* S strongly as n ■* °° .
n n
ac e Vi ~l
Let S > 0 , then there existsAxg £>(#-) such that || Sx|| > || S||— S.
Therefore for all sufficiently large n : || T || 3= ||PnSPnx|| > ||s||- S.
The result follows. Q
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§2« Some convergence properties and the inclusion theorem.
The aim of this section is to construct a relation between
two operators given information about their matrix ranges. In
particular, what is implied by ^(s) C Vr(t) (n=1,2,... ) for
S,T e B(£1) ?
Notation.
1
Let r denote the antilinear isometric isomorphism of &
* °°
onto (c0) given by x i-> T where T (w) = V1 w.x*
X X f-J J J
J- 1
( w = jw I f Co , x = ix J e e ).
J J
Let r denote the strong operator topology on B(£ ) .s
Let r^j, denote the weak* operator topology on B(£^)
generated by the family of seminorms
Pw,x^ = ' FTx^ ' ( w e c0 , x e e1 ) T <r B(e1) .
Let Tp denote the topology on B(-6^ generated by the
family of seminorms
qXjy(s) = { ^gyC*) I ( x»y * ) s e B(«1,0.
Theorem 1. The unit ball of B(-C^) is compact in the topology r t.
Proof. Let D^x = [ A e C : |a| € ||w ||||x || ] w e ce , x e £1.
Q = II ^ \,x : w e c° ' x e ^ * '
Q is compact in the produot topology. Given I f B(i1) , || T [|«1
let Fj : cc x ^ C be defined by
Ft(w,x) = rTx(w) ( w e Co , X e e ) . Let Q„ be the
image of the unit ball of B(6^) with the weak* topology (r )w*
under the map T -> . An arbitrary neighbourhood of f Q
is of the form
V(Ft) = { & e Q : I I < e (k=1,2,... ,n) ]
for some positive integer n , some e > 0 , and some w<,W2,... ,Wneco>
„1
J ^2 y • • • y Xf) 6 -O *
•J
An arbitrary neighbourhood of T e B(£ ) is of the form
U(T) = S S f B(e1) : |rg (wk) - T7yA\) | < e (k=1,2,.,,n) j
.1
for some n e N , e > 0 , wi ,wa,.. . >wn e c0 > Xt,Xa,...,xn € ■& .
The map T •» F^, is therefore a homeomorphism of the unit ball of
-J
B(I ) onto Q0 . Hence it suffices to show that Qo is closed
in the product topology. Let F e Qo . Then F is sesqui-
linear and | F(w,x)| ^ It"w IIII* II ( w e c0 , x e ) .
y
For a fixed x e I the map w^F(w,x) is a bounded linear
1
functional on c0 , and therefore there exists a unique Tx t t
such that rTx^W^ = (w e °o ) . The map x Tx is
-J
well defined , linear , and belongs to the unit ball of B(£ )
since
IMI = llrTxll = sup { 1 rTx(w) | : teoo, Ik II < 1 I
= sup | | F(w,x) | : w « e0 , IMI * 1 I
« |x|| (x € -fc1) .
Therefore Q0 is closed. Q
Definition 2. T e B(£^) is the dual of an operator on c0 if
there exists S e B(c0) such that
rx(Sw) = rTx(w) ( w e Co , X e I1 ) .
PROPOSITION 3. Let (Anj be a sequence of operators on which
•J
converge to A e B(l ) in the weak* operator topology, and let
-J
T € B{l ) be compact and the dual of an operator on c0 .
Then TA •* TA (r ) as n •> » ,n s
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Proof. A ■* A (r J as n-»® if and only if
——-* n v w*
■]
P. (w) -*■ P (w) as n -* 00 for each w e c0 , x e I .
A xv Ax
n 1
For a fixed x e t , | I : n H J is a family of bounded
n
linear functionals on c0 such that sup| x(w) | < °° for
n
each w e c0 . By the Uniform Boundedness theorem
supII T. || < oo and therefore j A x I. is a bounded
n " A x 11 ' n i
n
sequence . By the compactness of T there exists a subsequence
[ A x | such that TA x -* y e £ asm-*00. Suppose T is the
m m
dual of S e B(c0). We have
T (w) = lim T x(w) = lim r x(Sw) = rAx(Sw) = rTAx^W^2 m -* oo m m 00 m
Therefore y = TAx ^ It follows that TA x ■» TAx as n •* 00 . Q
n
Lemma 4. Let Tn,T e B(£1) (n = 1,2,... ). Then
T T (r „.) as n->» =£j T* -* T* (r ) as n ■» » .n v w* n x p'
Proof.
Tn - T (V) <=> rT x(w) -* rTx(w) ( w e Co, x € )
n
1
<==> (w , Tnx ) -+ (w , Tx) (w e co, x e e )
==> (y » Tnx ) * (y » Tx) (x,y * ^ )
<=> (Tnx,i(y)) -* (Tx,i(y)) (x,y e «1)
<==> *i(y)(Tnx) "* \(y)(Tx) (x,y e^1)
<==> \*y(x) ^♦yCx) (x,y e e1)
<=£> T* -* T* (r ) as n -» « . 0' n p u
Lemma 5. Let An , Bn e B(«1) , ||aJ| = 1 (n=1,2,... ) satisfy
(1). A -* A (r #) as n ;n w*
(2). Bn ■* B ( t ) as n ■* » .
Tnen A* B -* A*B (r) as n -*• » »
n n v p'
I. ^ Kcv^> ex. -t>dbseeyweate, cc-irwer^ Zo- TAjc ,
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Proof,
I *„* T, (x) - (x) I1
An Bny v A By
* I V B y (x) " VBy (x) I + 1 V By(x) " V«y W 1
n n n n
= 1 Vb^ By) <V> I + I *(j£- A*)By(x) 1 ( x.y ' «1 ) •
I *(A*_ A*)By^ ' "* 0 as n "* 00 by Lemma 4 »
II i(Bny - By) II « II Bny - By || -* 0 as n ■* °o by condition ( 2) , Q
Lemma 6. Let A,B e B( Cn, (?) , then ( BA*)* = iAB* .
1 00
Proof. Let x e (, y e I . We have
#
T (x) = * ( BA*x) = § T ( A*x ) = ( A*x , BTy ) n
(BA ) y y By £
T * T x *
= v. (B y ) = * m (B y)A X
A i( x)
= *i(x)(ABTy)<' = ( ^Ty »i(x) )*
= ( x , i(ABTy) ) = Ty)(x) .
Therefore (BA*)T = iABT , and so (BA*)* = (BA*)oi = iAB*. Q
THEOREM 7. Let S,T eB(fcl) be such that Vn(s) C VjT) (n=1,2,.. )
and suppose that T is compact and the dual of an operator on c0.
•j
Then is is compact and there exists a contraction F on I
*
such that iS = F T F .
-J
Proof. Let Aft e n (« ) (n=1,2,... ) be a sequence of operators
with the property that P^ = A A -*■ 1.1 (r ) as n -* » .(Lemma 1*4-),.n n n Kj s
A
For each n=1,2,... there exists B e II (f ) such that
n n
ASA = B*T B
n n n n
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Therefore P* S P = F* T F by Lemma 6 , writing P = A A ,
nn n n ' nnn
F^ = BnAn • ^ Proposition 1.3 , ||Fn|| C 1 ( n = 1,2,... ).
that—y Proposition 3 shows that
m v w*
TF ■+ TF (r), and finally Lemma 5 shows that
m s
sjc J}c




Also PSP = iP SP -*■ iS (r) as m -> » .
mm mm s
* _
Therefore iS = F T F . Q
§3. Applications.
In this section we ask the question : Y/hat is implied by the
condition Vn(s) = Vn(T) n=1,2,... (S,T £ B(£1)) ? For two
simple classes of operators, namely compact diagonal operators and
compact weighted shifts the matrix ranges form a set of invariants.
Definition 1.
-j
T e B(4 ) is said to be diagonal if there exists a sequence
CO
of complex numbers IA ] such that T{€ I = {A £ ] ( j e £ )•i
n 1 1 nJ 1 n n' v ' n
-j
T e B(e ) is said to be a weighted shift if there exists a
sequence of complex numbers }A such that Te =A e . (n=1,2... ).1 nJ1 n n n+1 v
PROPOSITION 2.
-J
(1). Let T f B(0 be diagonal, then T is the dual of a
(diagonal) operator acting on c0 •
(2). Let T £ B(£ ) be a weighted shift, then T is the dual
of a backward shift on c0 .
Proof. (1). Let [A^J denote the bounded sequence associated
with T . Define S £ B(c0) by
I TRev+etn I , -£et" F te a. "C&ioter powvt" c£- f Pvv ^ «
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S i x ] = S A* x i ( Ix I ( Co ) . With T as before we' rr ' n n> 1 rr
have
00
Tx(Sw) = (Sw,x) = YjY,nXnXn = (w>Tx) = rTx^ (w=iwnleco,
n* 1 1 .
x=[x f ^ )' n
Therefore T is the dual of S .
. . 00
(2). Let denote the sequehce of weights associated
with T. Define S e B(c0) by sixn^ = ^nXn+1^1 ^Xn^ € c°^ *
S is (by definition) a backward weighted shift.
00
Tx(Sw) = (Sw,x) = 2 wn+1 AnXn = (w>Tx) = ^'Ts^J€c°>
0=1 1*
x=ixn|e£ ) •
Therefore T is the dual of S . Q
A
THEOREM 3. Let S,T e B(I ) be compact diagonal operators with
zero nullspaces such that = (n=1,2,... ).
Then there exists F e *^JT such that S = F 1T F .
Proof. Since S and T are compact their associated sequences
converge to zero. We may assume that each sequence has terms
with non-increasing modulus, (otherwise apply Proposition 1.9 to
find U , V e \f with the property that U^SU,V^TV have
the required form. )
Let T[£n] = > SUn} = [Vjj ( [^nl e £1 ) where
25 'An+l'' 'Pn' ? ' Mn+1' (n=1»2,... ).
Proposition 2 together with Theorem 2,7 shows that there exist
F,G e B(£1) , ||F|| $ 1 , ||g|| S 1 , such that iS = F*T F , iT = G*S G.
iSe1 = i(/iie,) = F*T Fe1 .
Therefore p* = (e^i^e.^ ) = (e^ ,F*T Fe^ = (Fe1 ^(TFe^) .
Write Fe, > |f (" , then (l, = JA! f,kl2-k=1
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OO
Therefore | n | £ £l\l ^1k^ $ I ^-|1 (by Jensen's inequality
k= 1
together with ||f|| € 1 ). Notice that ||s|| = | |, ||t|| = I ^ | ,
and therefore by Theorem 1.11 we have | | = | | .
CO
^
Hence (aJ = £ |A^| |f1kl • Suppose | | occurs ^ times in
k» 1 00
the sequence | I • Since £ |f* 1 kl « 1 we must have
k= 1 k= 1
Therefore there exists an integer or( 1) , 1 s a(l) as n^ , such that
| f 1 (Kroneckeafts 8 ) . Suppose || occurs m^ times
in the sequence [|^ |]» The foregoing argument can be applied
equally well to e_,e ,...,e and since F is 1-1 ( because S
2 o mi
has trivial kernel ) we have m. « n. .1 1
A repetition of the reasoning using iT = G*S G shows that
n^ $ m^ , and therefore n^ = m^ . Also
Fek = ea(jc) where | a^| =1 (k=1,2,... ) and a is a
permutation of the first positive integers.
= iSek = F*T Fek = ^CT(k)^k F*ea(k) (k=1 >2» • • • >m-,) -(1)
Let X1 = Spanf e1>e2>*">en | ;
X1 = Span} en +-)»en +2,••• ^ (closure taken in £1) .
Given x e X~ , y e X1 then (Fx,i(y)) = (x, F*y) = 0 (using (l)).
Therefore F x" C x" .
1 — 1
1
Given x e I , y e then
nt
(x, F*Fy) = (Fx,i(Fy)) = £ VVM = fo^Cy))-
k= 1
Therefore F*Fy = i(y) (y e .
Write S1 = s|^°° , T^ = T^00 . Since is invariant for F
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iS1 = F*T F)x~ = F*|x°° T1 F|x<» .
Therefore | ^+1 | = ||iS11| < Ify || = | A^+1 |.
Similarly I A,)+11 « I I f™D iT, = G« lx» S, S|x» .
Therefore | .J = I A^ +^| and the arguments may be re-applied
to the next block of coinciding terms in the sequence [|Ak|]. It
follows that there exists a permutation o of the positive integers
and complex numbers [<*(<] of modulus one such that Fe^. = ajcea^jc)
(k=1,2,... ). F fir ky Proposition 1.9, F* = i F ] and therefore
S = F~1T F . 0
-J
THEOREM 4. Let S,T f B(-£ ) be compact weighted shifts with zero
nullspaces such that vn(s) = Vn^ (n=1,2,... ) . Then there
exists F fl/" such that S = F ^T F.
Proof. Let T be given by Te = A e . (n=1,2,... ) where [A ]° 17
n n n+1 ' 1 n
<|
is a bounded sequence of complex numbers. Define U f B(i ) by
U[= i sn^nl (ii^nI * £1) where [8^ is given by 8, = 1,
AnSn = |An|8n+1 (n=2,3,... ). Then U f |J (Proposition 1.9)
and U"1T Uek = = l\>k+1 i-e" U
is a shift with weights [|^nlI • Therefore we may assume that the
sequences of weights for S and T consist of positive numbers.
Let Te = Ae , Se = n e A , /J >0 (n=1,2,... ).n n n+1 ' n n n+1 n n N ' '
Let p (respectively q) be any integer such that A^ = max[An:n^l}
(respectively = max[ ju^in^l j). By Theorem 1.11 we have A^ =
By Proposition 2 and Theorem 2.7 there exist F,t f B(i1) , ||f|| $ 1,
Hg|| 4 1 , such that iS = F*T F , iT = G*S G .
Let A = [ j : A. = A J, B = [ j : ]U. = /j j . Given m f B ,
J P jq
we have i(u e ,) = iSe = F*T Fe
m m+1 m m
OO
Therefore n - (e „,i(p e .)) = (Fe ,,TFe ) = V A.f . . . f*.m m+1 m m+1 v m+1 m Zj j m+1 j+1 mj
j= 1
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where Fe*-- «- [fkjJ . (k=1,2,... ) .
00
Hm s £Aj[fm + 1j+1 fmj| « Ap = fi since ||pek|| « 1 (k=1,2,.. ).
J= 1
It follows that £ |fm+1 j + i fmj I = "I and therefore there exists
j f A
an integer o(m) e A such that | fffi+1 I = I fm ^ | = 1 •
Write Fe = a e / \ where la 1=1 . The map o : m cr(m) of
m m m
B into A is 1-1 since F has trivial kernel.
Applying the same argument using iT = G*S G we find a 1-1
map of A into B , and since each set is finite A and B must
B
possess the same number of elements. Let m e / - then
1 = (Fe ,Fe ) = (e ,F*Fe ) = a* (e ,F*e , >.) .v m* m v m* nr m v m' c^m)'
1
F* is a contraction , for let y <r I then
l|r*yll = l|FTi(y)|| = II* II =1 aup| |* , ,(Fx)|:x e «',M « 1 I
F i(y)
« c ||i(y) || ^ Ibrll .. .
Therefore F*e / s = a* e (me A8).a(m) mm v
Let X. = 3pan[ e. : j e A j , Y. = Span} e. : j e B ] ,
' J f J
X? = Span} e. : j e N^A ) , Y°° = Span} e. : j e N^B j .
I J 1 J ***
Given x e X^ , y e Y^ then (Fx , y) = (x , F*y) = 0 and
therefore FX1? C Y°° .
1 — 1
iSI,x°° =F*TFtx-= F*T|Y~ F|x°° : ||is| «• || < |frL~ || --(0
1 111 11
Equally well, using iT = G*S G we obtain ||iT|v°° |j « ||s| °° || - -(2)
A ^A1 1
Let p0 be the smallest integer such that A = max} A :neNvA ]•2 ° p2 ' n ~ J
Let q0 be the smallest integer such that n = max} \Jt :neNvB j.<=5 qg n ~
From (l) and (2) we have A = /i and the foregoing arguments
P2 q2
can be repeated for the sets
A2 - 1 J ' h = \ ! ' B2 = 1 J ! "i = !
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It follows that there exists a permutation o of the positive
integers and complex numbers [j of modulus one such that
Pek = Va(k) ("=1.2,...).
»« V (Proposition 1.9) , F* = iF \ and therefore
S = F"1T F . Q
CHAPTER 3
THE WILLIAMS k-RANG-E
§1. Definition and elementary properties.
In this chapter we investigate a new concept which extends the
idea of the numerical range of an element of an arbitrary complex
unital normed algebra. The observation arose from a character¬
isation of the numerical range by J.P.Williams.
Notation.
Let A denote a complex unital normed algebra . Given
a e A,let "V(A,a) denote the numerical range of a , i.e.
V(a,a) = J f(a) : f e D(A, 1) } where D(A,1) denotes the
set of states on A .
LEMKA 1. ( J.P.Williams ). Given a e A
V(A,a) = H [ A i | z-A| $ || z-a|| ) .
z « C
Proof. Let A e V(A,a) , then there exists f e D(A,1) such that
f(a) = A and therefore
|z-A| = | z-f(a) | = | f(z-a) | ||z-a|| (z e C ) •
Conversely, suppose A c C satisfies | z-A| £ ||z-a|| (z ( C ).
If a = for some ^ e £ then for any f e D(A,a)
|f(a)-A| = | ^-A| ^ ||p1-a|| = 0 . Therefore A = f(a) e V(A,a).
If 1 and a are linearly independent, define f0 on Span( 1, aj
by f0(« + /3a) = a + /3A (a,/? e C ).
|fo(« + P3-) i -- | a /3A| ^ ||a + /3a|| , foO) = 1 •
Extend f0 to f e D(a, l) by the Hahn Banach Theorem. f(a) = A. []
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Notation. Let Polk denote the set of all complex polynomials of
degree S k , Let 'K* denote the polynomial^convex hull of the
compact set K C Cn .
Definition 2. Given a e A , the 1
is the subset of C given by
J. (A,a) = [ A <r C : |p(A)| « ||p(a)||, p e Pol. } .
For the remainder of this section we assume that A is complete.
PROPOSITION 3. For each a e A , k e N , Jk(A,a) is a non-void
polynomially convex compact subset of C such that
(1). J^(A,a) = V(A,a) ; Jk+1(A,a) C Jk(A,a) (k=1,2,... ).
(2). Sp(A,a) C Jk(A,a) (k=1,2,...).
Proof. V(A,a) = J^(A, a) is a statement of Lemma 1 . It is
clear that the Williams ranges are cljosed bounded nested subsets
of the plane. Let A e Jk(A,a) then
Ip(A)| £ max { |p(z)| ! z e Jk(A,a) } for all polynomials p .
Therefore |p(A)| s ||p(a)|| (p <f Polk) i.e. A e J (A,a) and so
Jk(A,a) is polynomially convex . Finally an application of the
spectral mapping theorem for polynomials shows that
Sp(A,a) CJk(A,a) (k=1,2,... ) . Q
Remarks.
(l). The k rtilliams range of a € A depends only on the subspace
2 k
of A spanned by 1,a,a ,,,.,a , If B is any subalgebra of A
containing 1 and a , then Jk(B,a) = Jfc(A,a) . We shall omit
reference to the underlying algebra and use the abbreviation
Jk(a) whenever no confusion arises.
(2). Jk is not a connected set in general when k>1.
Example. Let T = ^ , q(z) = z2 - 1 <r Polg .
J2(T) C [ A € c : | q( A) I s ||q(T)|| = 0 } = [ 1, -\] = Sp(T) .
Therefore Jk(T) = [1,-1] = Sp(T) (k=2,3,... ).
More generally if T f B(h) where H is a complex Hilbert space of
dimension n then Jk(T) = Sp(T) (k=n,n+1,... ) because T satisfies
its characteristic polynomial.
If a is an algebraic element of a united, normed algebra and
A,.j,Ag,.,A are the roots of the minimal monic polynomial (having
degree n ) then = i * * *'\ ^ (k=n,n+1,... ) .
(3). Examples of 'Williams ranges are difficult to calculate from
the basic definition . As a result of theory developed in §2 we
see that the Williams ranges of elements of certain group algebras
are amenable to calculation , and we give some examples .
PROPOSITION 4. For each a e A , a e C
— ■■ ■ 11 " " * -w
(1). Jk(a a) = a Jk(a) .
(2). Jk(l+a) — 1 + Jk(a) •
Proof. (1). Let a j= 0 , then
Jk(a a) = [ A : | p(A) | « ||p(aa)|| , p e Polk j
= [ oA ; | p( oA) | < ||p( oa) || , p e Polk |
= i aA : IP a( A) | s ||pa(a)|| , p <r polk ]
where Pa(z) = P(«z) . Therefore Jk(aa) = a Jk(a) (a |= 0 )
If a = 0 , Jk(0) C V(0) = [0] .
(2). Jk(l+a) = [ A : | p( A) | 5 ||p(l+a)|| , p e Polk j
= { 1+a ► | p( 1+A) | ^ ||p(l+a)|| , p e Polk }
= [ 1+A, : | q( a) I $ ||q(a) II , q * Polk j
= 1 + Jk(a) • D
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§2. Intersections, equivalent norms and states.
We first answer the outstanding problem raised by §1 , namely,
00
describe P J (a) . The effect of calculating the Vfilliams ranges
k= 1 k
relative to an equivalent norm is considered , and finally we
identify those states which generate the k Williams range.
Throughout this section a will denote a complex unital
3anach algebra.
Ti&ORcMI. Given a f A . Sp(a) » P j. (a)
• ' k= 1 kv
Proof. A « Sp(a) =s> |p(A)| « max ||p(z)| : i € 3p(u) ]
« !lp(a) II
oo
for all polynomials p . Therefore A e Pi J, (a) .
k= 1 k
Conversely , suppose A e^P ^ Sp(a) . Then there exists
a polynomial p such that
i P( A.) | > max [ | p( z) | : z e Sp(a) ] = r(p(a)) .
Consider the sequence of polynomials [q^] defined by
Sn(z) =kE 111 =
[qm(a)| is a convergent sequence. = m+1 . Therefore
there exists m0 e N such that | q^ (A) | > Hq^ (a) || which implies
that A ^ H J, (a) , a contradiction. Q
k= 1 ^
Notation. Let N(a) denote the set of all algebra norms 'A on a
that are equivalent to the given norm and satisfy A(l) = 1 „
v "fch
Let "^^(a) denote the k Williams range of a e a
determined by the norm A (e N(a)) in place of the given norm .
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We recall the following two well known facts [3]
(1). Given a^a^, mutually commuting elements of a
and e > 0 , there exists a e N(a) such that
A(afc) < r(ak) + € (k=1,2,... ,n).
(2). Given a e a , co Sp(a) = h { J^(a) : A e n(a) }.
THEOREM 2. Let a e A and let U be any open neighbourhood of
Sp(a) . Then there exists a positive integer m, depending on U,
such that
Sp(a) c h ( J^(a) : a e n(a) ] c u whenever k £ m .iC
Proof. Sp(a) C Jk(a) (k e N , A e N(a) ) by Theorem 1.
0) If Sp(a) io oonvex then m»1. Suppose £ e co Sp(a)^U . Then
there exists a polynomial of degree m^ say , such that
| q^( £) | > r(q^(a)). Therefore there exists A e N(a) such that
^(q^(a)) < | q^( £) | . Thus £ |r Jk(a) whenever k ? m^ .
Let Uc be any open neighbourhood of £ such that
T&e<v.
K<lg(a)) < | z) | (z <r U^) . AU [ : £ e/co Sp(a)\U j is an
open cover of the compact set co Sp(a)\>U . Let
U, UU, U UU, be any finite subcover. Take
S2 Sn
m = max [ m. : j=1,2, ...,n J . Then z e co Sp(a)\U =>
A J
z {= n { Jk(a) : A e N(a) J whenever k £ m .
Therefore H { Jk(a) : A e N(a) J CO if k » m . Q
Notation. Given x e S(a) , a e a , k e N let
Jk(A;a,x) = [ z e C : |p(z)| « ||p(a)x||, p e Polk } ;
Dk(A;a,x) = [ f e A*: ||f|| = f(x) = 1 , f(aJx) = f(ax)J
j=1,2,.. ,,k ] .
I. X£ coSj>(a.) c U , Ttew \ .
- <3? -
Remarks.
(1). Jk(a;a,x) c Jk(a,a) ( x e s(a) ) ;
U [ jk(a;a,x) : x € S(a) } = Jk(a,a) since
Jk(A;a,1) = Jk(A»a) .
(2). Dk(A;a,x) is a weak* compact subset of the set of all
support functionals at. x. D, x) (k=1, 2,.., ).
Cl-v bt + ""
Dk(A;a,x) -is non-empty irn^geaeral when k>1 .
Example. Let A be the group algebra ^(Z^) (Z^ = [0,1,2} under
addition modulo 3 ). Given f e £1(Z ) , write f=(f(o) ,f( 1 ),f(2)) .
d(a) = [ (1,^,/ig) : »m2 « £ , | 1 , | /^2i«].
Let a = (1,1,0) , x = (0,0,1) . A calculation shows that
a*x = (1,0,1) , a*a = (1,2,1) , a*a*x = (2,1,1) .
Let f = (IjM-j,^) e D(A) then
f(a*x)2= f(a*a*x) <=> jj2 + P2 = 1 +
Therefore D2(A;a,x) = }(1, Mg+Mg-1 , Mg) : | Pg| « 1. } .
proposition 3. Given a e a , x e s(a) then
Jk(A,a,x) — [ f(ax) : f € Dk(Aja,x) } (k=1,2,.».) •
2 k
Proof. Let = Span} x, ax, ax, ... , a x }. Given
S e Jk(a,x) define f^ on Afc(x) by f^(p(a)x) = p(0 (p e Polfc).
P^Pg « Polk => Pl-pg e Polk , so P1(a)-P2(a) ==> p;fa)x =
=?> Ip1 (s) - pg( c) I « IIp1 (a) x-Pg(a) x||= 0, Therefore f^ is a
well defined linear functional on and *
Extend f^ to f e Dk(A;a,x) using the Hahn Banach Theorem.
Conversely it is clear that f(ax) e Jk(A;a,x) whenever f e Dk(A;a,x).
COROLLARY 4. Let a ( A . Jfe(a) = [ f(a) : f e Dk(a,l) } .
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PROPOSITION 5. Given a e A ,
Sp(a) = { f(a) : f e D(A,l) , f(a^) = f(a)^ (j=1,2,... ) } .
Proof. We claim that
00
O J (a) = { f(a) : f el)(A,l) , f(aJ) = f(a)J (j=1,2,— ) } .
1 K
00
For let A e H J,(a) , then by Corollary 4 , for each k»1 there
Ka 1 £
exists fk e Dk(A, 1) such that f"k(a) = ^ • Let f be any weak*
cluster point of the set [fk : k=1,2,... } . Then f(a) = A ,
f f D(A,1) , and f(aJ) = f(a)J (j=1,2f... ) . The converse is
clear. An application of Theorem 1 gives the desired conclusion.Q
Remark. The vie11 known fact that the generator of a monothetic
algebra has polynomially convex spectrum follows immediately from
Proposition 5.
These elementary observations on the states which generate Jk
are applied in the next result to show how the Williams ranges of
the tensor product of two elements is related to the Williams ranges
of the individual elements. F.F.Bonsall and J.Duncan [4 ; §22.6 ]
have given the following result .
Let A and B be unital normed algebras and let A be any
algebra norm on A^x)B which dominates the weak tensor product
norm w . Then
co[ Ap : A e V(a) , p e v(b) j C V(a@b) (a e A , b e B ) .
Examples are given where equality holds and also where strict
inclusion holds .
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THEOREM 6. Let A and JLhe woifcal.jiowned algebras and let A0B
be-given. any sigebra norm A which dominates the weak tensor product
norm. Then
[ A/j : A e Jk^a^ ' ^ € Jk^ ^ - Jk(a^£'b) ^aeA ' beB '
Proof. Let p(z) = a zk+ <*.jZk 1+ ... + a^. (a ,^,...,0^ <r £ ).
p(a0 b) = a ak@bk + 1 0bk 1 + ... + 1 0 1
We note that completeness of A was not required for the definition
of Dk and that Proposition 3 and Corollary 4 hold when A is an
arbitrary unital normed algebra. Therefore given A e Jj,(a) >
p e Jj^) ' ^kere exis"t ? e Dk(A;a,*l) , g e Dk(B;b,l) such that
A = f(a) , d = g(b) .
I p( Ap) | = | aof(a)kg(b)k + ^fCaJ^^Cb)3^"1^- ... + afc |
= |f(aoak)g(bk) + f(a1ak~1)g(bk"1)+ ... +^0^(1) I
« w( p(a0b) ) S A(p(a0b)) .
Therefore A/i e J^(a0b) . Q
Examples, (l) Let A = C(e) , B = C(e) where E, f are compact
Hausdorff spaces . We recall that the completion of A,{x)B with
the weak tensor product norm is isometrically isomorphic to C(ExF)
[ 2 ; §42 ] . Suppose a e C(e) , b e c(f) possess the property
that a(E)b(F) = £ a(s)b(t) : (s,t) e ExF } is convex . Then
a(E)b(F) = Sp(a0b) C Jk(a@b) C J1(a0b)
= co Sp(a0b) = a(E)b(F) .
a(E) = Sp(a) C Jk(a) ; b(F) = Sp(b) C Jfc(b) (k=1,2,... ) .
These observations together with the theorem imply that
Jk(a@b) = Jk(a) Jk(b) (k=1,2,... ) .
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(2). Let A =(£1(Zg) , * ) where Zg = [0,1,2} under addition
modulo 3 . As before , given f e A write f = (f(o) ,f( 1) ,f(2)) .
D(A,1) = [ (1,^,/ig) : ff G , |«1, |p2Nl } .
Let a = (1,1,0) , then J^Ca) = [ 1 +^1 : | b., Nl } = [ z<rC ;|z-i|«1} .
a2 = a*a = (1,2,1) .
2 2
Let f = (1,/i^jUg) e D(a, 1) then f(a) = f(a )
<=c> ^ = ^2 *
2
Therefore Dg(A,a) = [ ) : M«*1 } and hence Jg(a) = J^a).
We recall that for any group G , the completion of
1 1
^ (&)(*)£ (&) with the projective tensor product norm is
-J
isometrically isomorphic to & (GxG) [2;§42] .
A calculation shows that under this isomorphism we have
a fx)a = (1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0) relative to the following ordering
of the elements of Z„ x Z, :
~o *^o
(0,0), (0,1), (0,2), (1,0), (1,1), (1,2), (2,0), (2,1), (2,2) .
J^( a(^a ) = [ z € £ : |z-l| < 3 } .
(a{^a)2= a(x)a * aif£)a = (1,2,1,2,4,2,1,2,1) .
Let f = (1,-1,0,-1,0,1,0,1,0) . f € D(^1(Z3xZg)).
f((a(x)a)2) = 1 = f(a®a)2 . Therefore f e D2(^1(2gXZ3); a ) #
f(afx)a) = -1 ; -1 }r Jg(a) Jg(a) .
Therefore J2^a^ $ J2(a0i-'a)
(3), For the element a of example 2 we have
J3(a®a) £ J2(a^a) C J^a0a) .
Suppose -2 e Jg(a(x)a) , then there exist ^ € £, |fh|«1 (l4is8)
such that 1+/J +p +/j =-2 (1)
and (-2) = 1+2^+^+2^ 3+2M +M5)+P6+2^7+M8 --(2)
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(l) => = /u^ = ^ = -1 , and then (2) becomes
/j0+2^(-+m_+2/j,7+/jq= 11 which cannot be satisfied.
6 DO / O
Therefore -2 f J^(a£x> a) ^ Jg(a(x) a) .
(a^a)* = (4,6,6,6,9,9,6,9,9).
Suppose -1 e J (a{£)a) , then there exist (J. e C , | u. | ^1 (l$i«8)O X ^ X
such that 1 +/j^ = -1 - -(1)
(-1)2= 1+2p1+|J2+2(^3+2/J4+^5)+P6+2p7+M8 - -(2)
(-1)3= 446(M1+^2+P3)+9(^4+^5)+6P6+9(/^7+M8) - -(3)
6x(2)- (3) gives 17 = 9m.43(/jk+/V-rJ • The maximum real partO / o
of is 3. Therefore the real part of ju^ cannot be less
than 8/9 , but then (1) is impossible to satisfy .
Therefore -1 e J2(a |5?i Jg(a(x)a) .
§3. Printers.
The notion of a printer was introduced by F.F.Bonsall and a
full account is to be found in "Numerical ranges II " [ 4 ; §37 ].
A printer provides a unified concept of numerical range by selecting
as defining axioms three properties enjoyed by several concrete
numerical ranges. In this section we establish a definition for
a printer on a subspace of a unital normed algebra and investigate
the relationship between this notion of printer and the Williams
ranges.
Notation. Let ( A, ||.|| ) be a unital normed algebra , and let Abe
any linear norm on A equivalent to ||.|| such that A(l) =1 .
Given a e A , let L denote left multiplication by a on A , i.e.
Si
L&x = ax (x € a) . Let |. |^ denote the operator norm on B(a)
determined by A .
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The map L : a ♦* L : (a, a) ■» ( B(a) , I. I ■, ) is a norm-
a a
increasing monomorphism. Let B be a linear subspace of A
containing 1 .
Definition 1. $ is an (algebra) printer on ( B , A ) if and
-1 6
only if $0L is a (spatial) printer on L(/0 in the usual
sense , i.e., $ is a mapping from B into the class of non-
void subsets of C viiich satisfies :
(1). $(a + /3a) = a + /3 $(a) (a,/3 e C ;a e B ) ,
(2). supj $(a) | « |La| A ( a e B ) ,
(3). inf|§(a)| « A(ax) ( a e B , x e S^(a) ) .
Remarks.
(1). Taking A(.) = ||. || ws have |l L = |ja|| (a e a) and8, a
therefore a *-*• V(a) , the algebra numerical range of a , is a
printer on (A , ||.|| ) .
(2), The given algebra norm on A does not play an explicit
role in the axioms. Since A is equivalent to ||.|| we have
K11|.|| £ A(.) « K2||.|| for some > 0 > and therefore
A(Lax) = A(ax) S KgllaxU S K2l|a|||lx|| < K2K~2A(a)A(x) .
Hence |LJA S KgK~2A(a) .
Therefore the condition " A is equivalent to |j. || " ensures
that the map a l : (A,A) -» (B(a) , |.| , ) is bounded .8 a
Define a new norm on A by ||a|L = |L L (a e A ) . Thena a a
( A , ||.||^ ) is a unital normed algebra and ||. ||^ is equivalent
to A .
Given any algebra A with unit together with a linear norm
A on A such that
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(i). A(l) = 1 ,
(ii). The map L : ( a , A ) -*• ( B(a) , |.(A ) is bounded;
Then a can be given a norm , namely IMI^ > relative to which
A is a unital normed algebra.
We require the following well known result on the (spatial)
printer .
Notation. Let X be a normed linear space, L a subspace of B(x)
containing I .
THEOKEIi 2. (4: §37.4 ) Let § be printer on L , and let T e L .
Then co 4(T) = V( B(x) , T ) .
COROLLARY 3. Let 4 be a printer on (B,A) , and let a e B .
Then ^ 4(a) = V( B(a), | . | x , L& ) .
Proof, definition 40L is a printer on [ L : a e a ] C B(a)Q. ' *
and so by Theorem 2 , V( B(a),|.|, , L ) = co ( §oL"1(L ))A 81 cl
= CO 4(a) . Q
Definition 4. The statement " J^. is a printer on (B, A) " will
mean that the map
a ~ Jk( B(a) , | .| A , L ) is a printer on ( B,A ) .
PROPOSITION 5. If [ z e C : |p(z)| « A(p(a)x), p <f Pol, j J* 4>K
for each x e S^(a) , a e B , then is a printer on (B,A).
Proof. Clearly the mapping a -> J.( B(a),|.L,L ) satisfiesk A a
axioms 1 and 2 of definition 1 and J,( B(a), j.|,,L ) ^ <f>k a a.
(Propositions 1.3 & 4 ) . Given x e S^(a) ,
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w f i z«C : | p( z) | < A(p(a)x) , p*Polk ] ==> }w| S A(ax) .
Also A(p(a)x) = A(p(L )x) $ |p(L )L . Therefore8 8 a
\7 € Jk(B(A), I. I A,La) and. so inf|jk(B(A) A -lA»La)l ^ A(ax)
( a c B , x e S^U) ) . 0
Notation. With (A, A) as before, let v^ denote the numerical radius
calculated relative to the norm ||.||^ on A, i.e.
v^(a) = max[|z| : z e V( A , ||. ||^ , a ) ] ( a e A ) .
THEOREM 6. Let (A, (j. ||) be a unital Banach algebra , let A be a
linear norm on a equivalent to ||. || with A(l) =1 . Then if
r(a) = v^(a) (a e a) , Jk is a printer on (A,v^) for each
k — 1,2,... .
Proof. The condition r(a) = v^(a) for each a e A implies that
A is commutative [3 ; §4,7 ] . Let x e S (A), then there exists
VA
an element <j> of the carrier space of A such that |<£(x)| = 1.
For each p e Polk we have
|p(<Ka))| = I <jE>(P(a)) | = | ^>(p(a)x) | « T^(p(a)x) .
Therefore <£(a) e { z i |p(z)| 4 v^(p(a)x) , p e ^olk I •
An application of Proposition 5 ( with v^ in place of A ) gives the
desired conclusion. Q
(l). Let A = C(E) where E is a compact Hausdorff space . Let A
have the uniform norm ||. , and take A = H.jl^. Then
r(a) = v(a) = v^(a) = HaIL * This is a trivial example for which
the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. Bonsall and Duncan
[4 } §25.9 ] give an example of a unital Banach algebra with the
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following properties. The details are not included here as they
fall outside the scope of this discussion.
(2). Let T denote the closed unit disc, A(t) the algebra of
continuous functions on T which are analytic in the open unit disc.
There exists a norm ||.|| for A(T) relative to which A(T) is a
complex unital Banach algebra such that
(i). r(a) » v(a) (a e a(t)) ,
(ii). ||u|| = ~ e where u(z) = z ( z e T ) .
Ci
Let A = v , then A is an algebra norm and ||a11^= |L^| ^=A( a) (aeA).
Therefore v^(a) ^ A(a) = v(a) , and since r(a) $ ^ ^ave
v^(a) = v(a) = r(a) (a e A). The hypotheses of Theorem 6 are
satisfied .
THEOREM 7. Let ( A, ||. || ) be a unital Banach algebra , let A be
a linear norm on A equivalent to ||. || with A( 1) =1 If is a
printer on (A,A) for each k=1,2,... then. r(a) = v^(a) (aeA) .
Therefore A is commutative and the spectral radius is an algebra
norm equivalent to the given norm ||.|| on A .
Proof. Notice that Jk(B(A), |.|^, a ) = Jk(A, ||. ||^, a ) (aeA;k£l)
and therefore Corollary 5 together with the fact that Jk(A, ||. ||^,a)
is compact shows us that
co Jk^ ^ * H* ^A ' a ^ ' II* HA > a ) •
Given aeA, let T = [ ze£ : |z| = v^(a) ] . Suppose r(a)<v^(a).
so
Then co Sp(a) H T = <p and therefore n J, (a) H T=<f> (Theorem 2.1).
k= 1 k
Since the Williams ranges are nested compact subsets of the plane
there exists n e N such that J (a)n r = d> .
~ n r
z e ~> lzl ^ vA^a^ * Therefore co J (a) P> f = (p and. so
J.|(a) n r = 0 which is a contradiction . Therefore
r(a) = v^(a) (a e A) . This condition implies that A is
commutative [3 ; §4.7]. v^ is a linear norm equivalent to ||. ||^
and therefore by Remark 2 v^ is equivalent to ||. || . Since the
spectral radius is an algebra semi-norm the desired conclusion
follows. 0
It is natural to ask whether the results of Theorems 6&7 are
best possible or whether some strengthening would achieve general
necessary and sufficient conditions that should be a printer
for each k»1 .
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§4. Joint Williams ranges.
"tii
The notion of a K Williams range has a natural extension to
a joint concept in the case of several elements of a unital normed
algebra , which also extends the notion of the joint numerical
range.
Notation. Let Pol£ denote the set of all complex polynomials in
n non-commuting variables of degree ^ k .
Let A denote a complex unital normed algebra. Given
a = (a.| Ja2> • • • >an) € A ' ^2*''' f ' A(a) w3-^-
denote the norm closed algebra generated by 1,a.,a ,...,a .i zj n
Ij.(a ; a , a ) , I^(a j a , A ) will denote the left ,
respectively right, ideals of a generated by A^-a^,.••>^n~an •
Definition 1. Given a e An , the k"^joint Williams range of a
is the subset of C_n given by
JkU,a) = I a e £n ; lp(iy)l < IIpC*) II , p * PolJ I .
For the remainder of the section we assume that A is complete.
We recall the definition of thejoint spectrum of a f a" , The left
joint spectrum LSp(A,a) , respectively right joint spectrum RSp(A,a),
of a £ An is the set of n-tuples A e cn such that 1^(A J a , A )
is a proper left ideal , respectively I^(A ; a , A ) is a proper
right ideal of A . The joint spectrum Sp(A , a ) of a e An
is the union of the left and right joint spectra.
Remark. The joint spectrum may be empty and the left and right
joint spectra are in general distinct.
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Example. Let A be the algebra of all 2x2 matrices.
2 2
A
a2 + Vl = 1 ' W 0<Let al = (o o] ' a2 "fl o} * Th6n ai
Clearly the equation b^(A^-a^) + b^A^-a^) = 1 can be solved
for b1»b2 e A for all e £ . Therefore LSp(a1 u <j>.
Similarly the right joint spectrum is empty.
Let A n B(H) , dim(H) = 4.
Let U1 =
0 0 0 0
10 0 0
0 10 0
0 0 1 1j
' U2 =
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 10 0
1 O 0 1
relative to a basis
61'WS4 f°r H * U2U1®1 = ®3 ' U1U2ei = e4 » therefore
U2Ui ^ . £ e RSp( ) since e^ is not in the range of
either~U. -or-fr, .1 2
Let T1 = f0 1 0 0
lO 0 0 0
j0 1 0 1
L0-1 0 0
£ U,N + U,H .
' T2 = 0 0 0 0'
0 0 10
0 0 0-1
0 0 0 1
Vl + T2U2 = 1
Therefore 0 jr LSp( U^Ug) .
n "fch
Theorem 2. For each a e A , k e N , the k joint Williams range
is a polynomially convex compact subset of £n such that
(1). Jk+1(A,a) C Jk(A,a) (k=1,2,... ) ; J.,(A,a) = V(A,a) ;
(2). Sp(A,a) C Jk(A,a) (k=1,2,... ) .
Proof. It is clear that the joint Williams ranges are nested
n
polynomially convex compact subsets of C . The remaining assertions
will follow once the states which generate Jk have been identified.
We return to the proof of Theorem 2 after this has been done.
Given a <r A*1 , let Ak(a) = J p(a) : p e Pol£ j . Afc(a) is
the subspace of A spanned by all words formed from 1,a^,...,an of
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degree £ k . Given A e Jk(A,a) define : A^a)-* £ by
fA(p(a)) = p(A) ( p e Pol£ ) .
P1 * P2 e Polk *** P1"P2 e Polk * Therefore P1(a) = P2(a)
lp1^~^~p2^^l$ 1^1 p2^ll = 0 » and so f^ is well defined.
f^(l) = 1 = ||fpj| . Apply the Hahn Banach theorem to extend f^ to
a state f on A .
Conversely,suppose f is a state on A with the property that
f(p(a)) = p(f(a1),f(a2),...,f(an)) ( p e Pol£ ) .
Then it is clear that (f(a.) ,f(ac),.. ,,f(a )) e J,(A,a) .
i & n k ^
Notation. Given a e An , let Dk(A,a) denote the set of states
of A with the property
f(p(a)) = P(f(a1),f(a2),...,f(an)) ( p e Pol£ ) .
1ie have established
PROPOSITION 3. Given a e a" then
"* ■ »"• ■ —•*» i ii
= I • • •»^(an)) • f € Dk(A,a) 1 (k>l) ,
Proof of Theorem 2. J^Aja) = V(A,a) is a statement of
Proposition 3 when k = 1 . Let A e LSpCA^a) , then IjOja,A)
is a proper left ideal of A and therefore d(l,I_) = 1 . By the
Hahn Banach theorem there exists f e D(a) with ^(l^) = [0] •
fClj,) = [0] => f(a.) =A. (j=1,2,..,ft) .
Let a. a. ... a. be any word formed from 1,a.,a ,...,a ,
12m i 2 n
A, A. ... A. • a. a. ... a,
1 2 \ X1 X2 \
~ aj ... a. (A. — a ) + A, (A> •.. A. — a. • • • a. )
1 x2 m-1 m m im V m-1 X1 m-1
a. a ... a. (A - a ) e T . It follows by induction thati-A -i-O A X X jj1 2 m-1 m m
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A, Ag i i f A. * 3>t 8>. .«« 3-■ ^ X-
In 1 X4 1n ^ L12 m 12 m
Therefore f(a. a. ... a. ) = f(a. )f(a. ) ... f(a. ) and hence
X1 12 ^ X1 X2 m
f e Dk(A,a) . Therefore Sp(A,a) C Jk(A,a) (k=1,2,... ) . 0
CO
LEMMA 4. H D, (A,a) = [ f e d(a) : f|A(a) is multiplicative } .
—— k= 1 k ~ ~
Proof. Immediate. D
THEOREM 5. n J (A,a) = [ (f(a,),f(a_),...,f(a )) : f e D(a) ,1"
k= 1 ^ ~ ^ n.
fU(a) is multiplicative }.
Proof. Let A e H J, (A.a) , then for each k?1 . there exists
—-— ~ k- i
f, e D,(A,a) such that f.(a.) = A. (j=1,2,.. .,n) . Let f be aK K ~ K J J
weak* cluster point of [f, : k^1 } . Then f(a.) = A. (j=1,2,,,n)
co k J J
and f e H D, (A,a) , Apply Lemma 4 , The converse is clear. Q
k» 1 k ~
COROLLARY 6. Let A be a commutative unital Banach algebra .
Then Sp(A,a5" = [ (f(a^ ,f(ag),...,f(an)) : feD(A) ,
f|A(a) is multiplicative ].
OO
Proof. We show that Sp(A,a) = ^Pl Jk(A,a) and then appeal to
Theorem 5. Sp(A,a) C n J, (A.a) follows from Theorem 2.
- k=1 k
Let A Jk(a)^Sp(^5 • Then there exists a polynomial p such
that |p(A)| > max£ | pC^a^ ,<#<a2),.. I : <t> * $A I where
§ denotes the carrier space of-A.ii
Therefore |p(A)|> max [ J<£(p(a))| : e $A ] = r(p(a)) .
Let
^(z) = Yj (P(Z)/p(A) (m=1,2,... ) .
j « o
00
£ ^(a) ] is a convergent sequence , however since A ( H J,(a)TB ~ ~ k= 1 k ~
we have m+1 = | A) | ^ llq^ a) || (m=1,2,... ), a contradiction.Q
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LEMMA 7. Given a = (a^ ,a.^,...»an) e a" , let f be a
multiplicative state on A(a). Then the kernel of f equals the
norm closed algebra generated by
i*(a2)-a2> *** * an)~an •
Proof. Let x e ker f . There exists a sequence of polynomials
[ Pm ] in n non-commuting variables such that
II * ~ Pm(f(a,f(a2)-a2, ... »f(an)"an ) II "* 0 as m -*■ 00 .
Write PmC£) ~ q^z) + « where q^ has no constant term.
f( Pn(f(a1)-a1,f(a2)-a2,...,f(aa)-an) ) = «m •» f(x) =0 as m->».
Therefore x belongs to the norm closed algebra generated by
f,(a1)-a1>f(a1)-a1,...>f(a:n)-an . D
We are indebted to P.Roaenthal for pointing out to us the full
strength of the next result and also for an attractive direct proof
which we give after Corollary 9.
THEOREM 8. Let a = (a^ ,a2>. .. ,an) € An , A = (A^Ag,.. ,,An) eC*1
be given . The closed left and closed right ideals of A(a) cy»«\et-ateci
"'3
coincide and equal the norm closed algebra generated by
a1 " X1 » a2 " \ * an ~ An *
Proof. Suppose I^(A(a);a,A) is a proper left ideal of A(a) ,
then by Theorem 5 there exists a multiplicative state f on A(a)
such that f(a.) = A. (j=1,2,..,,n). Lemma 7 together with the
J J
observation that X^(A(a);a,A) C ker f shows us that
TrUTl C ker f C .
Therefore 1^ = ^ = ker f . Q
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COROLLARY 9. Let a * A*1 be given . Then
— — i j m n '"N*
CO
LSp( A(a),a ) = RSp( A(a),a ) = J^(A(_a),a) (k*1,2,... ) .
Proof. Since A(a) is a Banach algebra I^(A(a),ja, A) is a proper
left ideal of A(a) if and only if I^ACa) ,a,A) is a proper
S"c/ul
left ideal of A(a). Apply Theorems^. Q
Proof of Theorem 8.( P.Rosenthal ).
Let x c Ij^ACa) ;a, A) , then there exists x^,x^y,,, ff A(a)
such that x = ^ x^(a^-A^) . For each i=1,2,...,n , there
1
. . QO
exists a sequence of polynomials J Pm;j_i.] such that
II Pmi^rV",,arfAn) ~ *i " "* 0 83 m * °° *
n
Let ^(2) = £Pmi(£) (zi"V I = ®=1,2,...
l» 1
II •••»an~An) - * II ■* 0 as m ■» « .
Qjjj( ® ^ t. . •,a^—^ 1^ ( m=1,2, ... ) .
Therefore ^ h C\ and so IL C 3^ . Similarly
1^ c ^ . Therefore 1^=1^ and the result follows. Q
Remark. Completeness of A is not required in Theorem 8.
To end this section we consider the effect of caloulating the
joint Williams range relative to an equivalent norm on the algebra.
A th 11
Let J^(A,a) denote the k joint Williams range of a e A
calculated relative to the norm A e n(a) .
PROPOSITIOH 10. Given a e An ,
n I Jfc(A>a) ' A € N(A) ] = { z?Cn : | p( z) | S r(p(a)) , p<rPol" }.
Proof. The inclusion D is clear since r(.) ^ a(.) for each AeN(A).
Conversely, let z e H j j£(a) : a e N(a) | . For each p e Pol£
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we have inf [ a(p(a)) : a e N(a) ] = r(p(a)) ,
Therefore |p(,z)| £ r(p(a)) ( p e ). Q
THEOREM 11. Let a be an n-tuple of generators for the unital
Banach algebra A and let U be any open neighbourhood of Sp(A,a).
Then there exists an integer m £ 1 depending on U such that
Sp(A,a) C [ zeCn : |p(z)| « r(p(a)) , p e Pol£ ] C U
whenever k ? m .
Proof. From Corollary 9 we have
CO
, n J (a) = Sp(A,a) C H [ jJ(a) : A e N(a) j .k= 1 k ~ k ~
If h [ J^(a) : a e n(a) ] = Sp(^) an application of Proposition 10
with X = 1 gives the result. If n { J^(a) : a € N(a) j \ U {= <f>
let £ e H [ J^(a) : A e N(a) ]\U . Then there exists
k, c N such that £ |? (a) (Corollary 9). Therefore there
~ jC
exists p^ e Pol£ with |pX£)| > ||p-(a) II » r(p^(a)) .
~ ^ s ~ A. ~
i.e. £ jr H [ "j^(a) : A e N(a) I if k ? k^ . Let be
ar^y open neighbourhood of such that | p^( z) | > ||p.(a)|| (z e U^).-£ ~ k. ~ ~ £
u i u^i | e n [ J^a) :A e n(a) jXU ] is an open cover of a
compact set. Let u, uu, u ... ul be a finite subcover.
*1 «-2 ^n
Take m = maxj k. : j=1,2,...,n ] . We have
J
H [ : ^ e N(a) | CU if k £ m . The result follows
from Proposition 10. Q
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§5. Future progress - A spatial concept.
We have concentrated our study so far on the Williams ranges
which extend the notion of the algebra numerical range. It is
also clear by analogy how to define a spatial Williams range
which extends the notion of the spatial range of an operator on
a normed linear space. This section contains a definition and
records a few immediate observations. It is included to
indicate an open area which we think merits further investigation.
I
Notation. Let X be a complex normed linear space, X its dual
space, n(x) the subset of X x X given by
n(x) = { (x,f) e S(x)xS(x') : f(x) = 1 ] .
Given x e S(x) , let D(X,x) = j f e S(X ) : f(x) =1 }.
Given T e B(x) , x e S(x) , let V(T,x) = [ f(Tx) : f e D(X,x) }.
It was observed that the method of Lemma 1.1 of J.P.vYilliams
could be used to exhibit V(T,x) as an intersection of closed
discs :
V(T,x) = [ A e C ; | a - £ | s ||(T - £l)x|| (£ e C) } .
By analogy with the definition of the k (algebra) Williams
range we make the following definition.
Definition. Given T e B(x) , the k spatial Williams range of
T.,_S£JkiTl , is the subset of the complex plane given by
SpJk(T) = U [ SpJk(T,x) : x e s(x) ]
where
SpJk(T,x) = [ A e C : |p(A)| « ||p(T)x|| (p e Polk) ] .
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Remarks.
(1). The following properties of SpJ^ are immediate.
(i). SpJ 1 (t) = v(t) ; SpJk+1(t) C SpJk(t) (k=1,2,... ) ,
(ii). SpJk(otI + /3T) = a + /3 SpJk(T) (a,/S e £ ) ,
(iii). SpJk(T) C Jk(T) .
(2). If Tu = Au for some u e s(x) then A e SpJk(T,u) and
therefore pSp(T) C SpJk(T) . If X has finite dimension then
SpJk(T) = Sp(T) (tedimX).
Problems.
(1). Is the k^*1 spatial range non-empty in general ? It is well
known that Sp(T) C V(T) . Is the approximate point spectrum
of T contained in SpJk(T) ?
(2). It is well known that co V(t) = V(B(x),T) . What is the
"til t/li
relationship, if any, between the k spatial and k algebra
Williams ranges when k>2 ?
00
(3). Describe H SpJ, (T) whenever the intersection is non-
k« 1 K
empty. If A e C is a limit of a sequence of eigenvalues of T we
have A e SpJk(T) . If T is either a compact operator on a
Banach space , or a diagonal operator on a Hilbert space then
OO
Sp(t) = n SpJ. (t) ( because for such t, Sp(t) C SpJ, (tT"C J (t) \
K= 1 *• iiC iC
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